Routes in Catalonia

This catalogue contains ideas for tourist
routes in Catalonia. The Catalan Tourist
Board is not responsible for variations to the information of the different
institutions and organisations that are
published.
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Catalonia
Throughout its age-old history, Catalonia has grown, without forgetting tradition, towards modernity and prosperity. Its diverse
landscapes are the faithful reflection of an open and welcoming
culture, with rural and cosmopolitan areas and rich in harmonious
contrasts between the sea and mountains.
Catalonia is a fascinating kaleidoscope, where you can travel through natural areas of unadulterated beauty to one of the
most visited cities in the world, Barcelona; from the Romanesque
4

churches in La Vall de Boí to the Sagrada Familia Cathedral
and Güell Park; from the routes through the Pyrenees to the
Roman Tarragona; from the rustic Costa Brava to the unique
Delte de l’Ebre. And enjoy world famous gastronomy, wines
and cavas.
Catalonia, the land where a variety of artists such as Antoni
Gaudí, Salvador Dalí and Ferran Adrià found their place in the
world to express their inimitable genius, greets us with open
arms. Welcome.
5
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Inside the Torre Bellesguard,
by Antoni Gaudí.
© Toni Vidal

Modernism,
the architecture of our dreams
The Catalan landscape can no longer be understood without the
imagination, the lack of moderation, the symbolism, the game,
the colours and the shapes of Modernism. The work of the brilliant architect Antoni Gaudí, and also that of many architects
from the same era, has resulted in a unique spectacle in the constructions that adorn many cities in Spain. Today, it is impossible
to understand the Catalan character and the taste for the refined
and exquisite aesthetic, without mentioning the world renowned
Sagrada Familia, Palau de la Música, Park Güell and the
Hospital de Sant Pau, cultural milestones which have converted
architectural elements into universal works of art.
7

Antoni Gaudí
The genius
in Barcelona
If Barcelona has a defined
character it’s thanks to the
aesthetics that the architect
Gaudí featured in some of his
most emblematic buildings.
A world renowned landmark.
Chimneys, roof and tower of the Casa Batlló. © Imagen M.A.S.

The work of Gaudí beats strongly in
l’Eixample, where you can see the
1 Casa Batlló, one of the most
photographed façades in the city due
to the variety and composition of its
colours and shapes. Continuing along
the Passeig de Gracia, you will come
across one of Gaudí’s most emblematic
works of art, the 2 Casa Milá, better
known as La Pedrera, named a World
Heritage by Unesco and recognisable by
the spectacular wave like feature of its
façade and the originality of its terrace,
covered with innovative chimneys. If you
go futher into l’Eixample, you will find
his most famous and world renowned
work of art, the 3 Sagrada Familia, an

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Turisme de Barcelona
Plaça de Catalunya, 17-S.
Barcelona I +34 932 853 834
www.barcelonaturisme.cat

extraordinary basilica that has become
a symbol of the city. Gaudí’s work is as
polyhedral as his buildings: you have
to walk a bit further to reach one of the
most unique parks in the world, the
4 Güell Park, where you can see how
the architect’s work is based and founded around the laws of nature to create
a perfect work of art to walk through,
with incredible views, such as the La
Colina de Les Tres Creus, a watchtower
from where you can look over Barcelona
and see its close relationship with the
sea. Back in the city, you can visit the
5 Palau Güell, which brings together
the curious magnificence of the architect
with a certain medieval atmosphere.

Superb views from the Bellesguard Tower
At the foot of Collserola, the 6 Torre de Bellesguard, is a medieval house with
the appearance of a castle, with a tower and battlements, and the characteristic
stamp of Gaudí. Open since 2013, it owes its name to the beautiful views that can
be seen from this point. Beside it is a viaduct that was also built by the architect.

Route file
www.catalunya.com
Torre
Bellesguard
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Restaurant Els 4 gats
A varied menu in a historic venue.
Carrer Montsió, 3. Barcelona I +34 933 024
140 I 4gats.com

Museum of Catalan Modernism
It combines a unique collection of art from the
Modernist period in Catalonia.
Carrer Balmes, 48. Barcelona I +34 932 722
896 I www.mmcat.cat

Museums
National Art Museum of Catalunya
Its collections include a good display of the
Modernist style.
Palau Nacional. Parc de Montjuïc, s/n. Barcelona I + 34 936 220 360 I www.museunacional.cat

Experiences
Gaudí Experience
An interactive way to take a look into the creative
universe of the genius with 4D technology.
Carrer Larrard, 41. Barcelona I + 34 932 854
440 I www.gaudiexperiencia.com
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Other
modernists
in Barcelona
Modernism in Barcelona is
as prolific as the buildings.
Beyond the genius of Gaudí,
there are dozens of buildings
full of symbolism, colour and
fantasy.
Inside the Palau de la Música Catalana, by Domènech i Montaner. © Imagen M.A.S.

In the splendour of the bourgeoisie of the
19th century, Modernism emerged and
reached its creative zenith. L’Eixample
is a good example, with its façades of
perennial beauty, although there are
also examples of this style in many
other places. The 1 Casa Amatller,
within the “manzana de la discordia”, is a
wonderful building by Puig i Cadafalch,
in Neo-Gothic style and with outstanding
staggered finishes. In this block, you can
also find the 2 Casa Lleó Morera, by
Lluís Doménech Muntaner. At the end of
the Passeig de Gràcia you can find work
from the same artist, the 3 Casa Fuster, which is now home to a luxury hotel.
Following the Diagonal, you will reach the

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Hospital de Sant Pau
Carrer de Sant Quintí, 89.
Barcelona I +34 932 91 90 00
www.santpaubarcelona.org

4 Baró de Quadras Palace, a building
of exquisite taste, by Puig i Cadafalch,
which is reminiscent of a Neo-gothic
palace. From there, you can go to the
spectacular Gothic Castle of Casa Terrades, by the same architect, and better
known as the 5 Casa de les Punxes
due to its pointed towers. Very close to
the Sagrada Familia is a place that is a
must to visit, the majestic 6 Modernist
Site of Sant Pau, designed by Doménech Muntaner as a city-garden for the
sick. The route ends at the 7 Palau de
la Música Catalana, the most beautiful
modernist building in the world; enjoying
a concert in the masterpiece by Doménech i Muntaner is a unique pleasure.

Modernist site of Sant Pau, unique in Europe
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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After serving as a public hospital for a century, the pavilions of the Sant Pau
opened to the public in 2014, creating the most important Modernist complex
in Europe. Packed with gardens, underground corridors, sculptures, stainedglass windows and applied arts, it is a centre of unique knowledge.
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DON’T MISS IT
Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel España
Small jewel of Catalan modernism.
Carrer Sant Pau, 9-11. Barcelona I + 34 935
500 000 I www.hotelespanya.com

National Art Museum of Catalonia
Its collections include a good display of the
Modernist style.
Palau Nacional. Parc de Montjuïc, s/n. Barcelona I + 34 936 220 360 I www.museunacional.cat

Museums
Museum of Catalan Modernism
It combines a unique collection of art from the
Modernist period in Catalonia.
Carrer Balmes, 48. Barcelona I +34 932 722
896 I www.mmcat.cat

Experiences
Barcelona Walking Tours Modernism
Perfect guided tour to discover the Modernism.
Barcelona Turisme. Passatge de la Concepció, 7-9. Barcelona I +34 932 853 834
www.barcelonaturisme.com
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Antoni Gaudí
The genius
in Catalonia
People tend to associate
the brilliant architect with
Barcelona, but his artistic trail
covers many other territories
in Catalonia.
Gaudí Centre and Reus Town Hall in the Plaça del Mercadal. © Miquel Raurich

la Pobla de
Lillet

Reus

Barcelona
Santa Coloma
de Cervelló

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Gaudí Centre
Plaça del Mercadal, 3.
Reus, Tarragona I +34 977 010 670
www.gaudicentre.cat

23 Km from Barcelona is Santa Coloma de Cervelló, the town that is home
to the magnificent 1 Colonia Güell,
one of the most avant-garde industrial
communities from the 19th century and
one of the greatest exponents of the
genius that was Gaudí. Here, we find
the Cripta, the church was commissioned to Antoni Gaudí, who made a
design with two naves, side towers
and a dome 40 metres high. The essence of this crypt is that Gaudí used
it as his starting point for architectural
innovations which he then used for
the priceless Sagrada Familia such
as, for example, the catenary arches,
exterior walls and vaults with parabolic

hyperbolic shapes. Getting further into
Catalonia, in la Pobla de Lillet, in
the region of Berguedá, are the Gaudi
2 Artigas Gardens; these gardens,
which cross the Llobregat river, have
lush natural vegetation, where Gaudí
felt very at home. There he executed
imaginative solutions on the bridges,
the artificial cave and La Glorieta which
he then used as inspiration for the rest
of his works, with a clear natural accent
in the form of columns shaped like tree
trunks, leaves in the capitals and spirals
inspired by animals, to name just a few
examples.

Reus, the birthplace of Antoni Gaudí
Reus, the birthplace of Gaudí, shows visitors places related with the modernist genius, such as the house he was born in and the interesting Gaudí Centre,
an interpretation centre to learn more about the work and the life of the most
international person from Reus in a sensorial and participative way.
N
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DON’T MISS IT
Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel La Boella
Oil tourism complex and boutique hotel.
Autovia T-11-Reus-Tarragona, km 12.
La Canonja, Tarragona I + 34 977 771 515
www.laboella.com

Museums
Colònia Güell
Visit la Colònia Güell and the Gaudí Cripta.
Carrer Claudi Güell, s/n. Colònia Güell. Santa
Coloma de Cervelló, Barcelona I + 34 936 305
807 I www.gaudicoloniaguell.org

Fiestas
Festival of La Colònia Güell Modernism
Carrer Claudi Güell, s/n. Colònia Güell. Santa
Coloma de Cervelló, Barcelona I + 34 936 305
807 I www.gaudicoloniaguell.org

Experiences
Route of the Modernism to Reus
Guided route around the centre of Reus.
Oficina de Turisme de Reus-Gaudí Centre.
Plaça del Mercadal, 3. Reus, Tarragona
+ 34 977 010 670 I www.reusturisme.cat
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Other
modernists
in Catalonia
Catalonia has a spectacular
Modernist mosaic that goes
on and on and only ends in
Barcelona. The legacy of different architects is present
throughout the region.
Inside the Bodega Cooperativa Vitivinicola, the Catedral del Vi. © Lluís Carro

la Garriga
Granollers

Manresa
Terrassa

Reus

Mataró,
Argentona
Barcelona
Sitges

Vilafranca
del Penedès

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Oficina de Turisme de Reus
Plaça del Mercadal, 3.
Reus, Tarragona I + 34 977 010 670
www.reusturisme.cat

The route starts in Manresa, where
you can follow a Modernist route which
includes the Farmàcia Esteve and the
Quiosc de l’Arpa, by Josep Firmat.
Reus is another of the towns of Modernist interest. Beyond the Gaudí Centre,
Gaudí’s birthplace has modernist references that include the Institut Pere
Mata, the Casa Navàs, the Casa Rull
and the Casa Gasull. The towns of Mataró and Argentona have a Modernist
route dedicated to the brilliant architect
Puig i Cadafalch, that includes his summer house, the El Rengle market, the
Casa Coll i Regàs, the Casa Parera
and the Casa Garí, all marked with a
Modernist character. The Vallès Oriental

region has points of architectural interest: in La Garriga you can do the route
of the architect M. J. Raspall and visit his
masterpiece, L’Illa Raspall, declared
of National Interest. The route of this
architect and of other Modernist buildings continues in Granollers, where
important residential and public buildings have been conserved, Cardedeu
and its magnificent Modernist towers
surrounded by gardens, Figaró and
L’Ametlla. Finally, you must visit Terrassa, with its “Terrassa, industrial and
modernist”, Sitges, meeting place for
famous modernists in the Cau Ferrat,
and Vilafranca del Penedès, which
also has a Modernist route.

The wine cathedrals
The wine cathedrals are bodegas that were built following the modernist rules
with the appearance of cathedrals, especially in respect to the size. Many of
them can be visited today (even as restaurants and tourist resorts), such as
Pinell del Brai, L’Espluga de Francolí, Falset and Igualada.

DON’T MISS IT
Gastronomy and accommodation
Vallès cuisine
Group of restaurants, producers and crafts
people from this area.
Vallès Occidental, Barcelona I +34 635 407
879 I www.cuinavalles.cat

Route file
www.catalunya.com

Cuina VO
Group of chefs and restaurants in Valles
Oriental.
Consorci de Turisme del Vallès Oriental.
Carrer Anselm Clavé, 2. Granollers, Barcelona
+34 938 604 115 I www.turismevalles.net

Museums
Museu de la Ciència i la Técnica de
Catalunya
From the first calculation tools to modern
technology.
Rambla d’Ègara, 270. Terrassa, Barcelona
+34 937 368 966 I www.mnactec.cat
Museus de Sitges
Visits to the Museu del Cau Ferrat, Museu y
Palau de Maricel, Museu Romàntic and the
Fundació Stämpfli.
Sitges, Barcelona I museusdesitges.cat
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Ball de l’Aliga in the
Patum de Berga.
© Lluis Carro

Unesco World Heritage
A universal land
From the cave paintings to the architecture of the Romanesque churches in La Vall de Boí, and the archaeological treasure of the Roman Tarraco and the Santa Maria de Poblet
monastery, Catalonia is packed with areas named as World Heritage sites by Unesco due to their exceptional quality and contribution to the legacy of world culture. But that’s not all. It’s traditions,
such as the ancient Patum, a festival held in Berga since the
14th century, and the amazing human towers of the castellers,
a symbol of par excellence which joined the exceptional ranking,
have also been named as Intangible Heritage by Unesco.
13

Les Ferreres Roman aqueduct, known as Pont del Diable. © Nano Cañas

Tarraco
Barcelona

Journey into the Roman world

Tarragona

The remains of the city of Tarraco, named a Unesco World
Heritage designation, are the typical example of a city which
flourished between the 3rd and 5th century, and became
the capital of the Hispania Citerior province, almost half of the
Iberian Peninsula.

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Tarragona Turisme
Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 25 07 95
www.tarragonaturisme.cat
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It’s well worth starting your visit to
Tarraco at the 1 Museu Nacional
Arqueològic de Tarragona, with
an audiovisual interpretation of the
archaeological findings. Outside, in the
Passeig Arqueològic, you can see a
section of the 2 Roman defensive
wall which covered the perimeter of
the city, and which still has three towers
that remain intact.
The 3 Provincial Forum from the
1st century, comprises a museum
dedicated to the cult —presided by a
place of worship— and a huge poticoed
square (320 x 175 m), where the Provin-

cial Council met. This is where the Government and Provincial Administration’s
services were located. At one end is
the Praetorian tower, which connects
with the 4 arena, where chariot races
took place. It has an elongated rectangular floor plan and contains vaults,
stands, remains of the façade and of
the podium.
Between Via Augusta and the El
Miracle beach, is the 5 amphitheatre, built at the beginning of the 2nd
century, with an elliptical floor plan
and the arena in the centre —where
the gladiators fought— surrounded by

Routes in Catalonia | UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE

Entrance to the Circ Romà. © Nano Cañas
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Tarragona Gastronòmica
Group of restaurants that brings together more than 50 restaurants in the city.
www.tarragonagastronomica.cat
Hotel La Boella****
10 Minutes from Tarragona, an excellent
hotel where you can try the extra virgin
olive oil produced on the estate.
T-11 motorway, exit 12. La Canonja,
Tarragona I +34 977 771 515
www.laboella.com
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Museums
Museu Nacional Arqueològic de
Tarragona
Objects and furniture from the Roman
era: ceramics, sculptures, mosaics, etc.
Plaça del Rei, 5. Tarragona
+34 977 23 62 09 I www.mnat.cat

N

Orosi

Experiences
Roman route
A stroll to discover the history of Tarragona, visiting the main conserved
monuments from the era.
Tarragona Turisme. Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 250 795
www.tarragonaturisme.cat
Fiestas
Tarraco Viva
Historical Roman event: theatre, music
and gastronomy. From 5 to 25 May.
Tarragona Turisme. Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 250 795
www.tarragonaturisme.cat

Tarraco Viva, the Roman festival of Tarragona
Since 1999, in May, the city of Tarragona goes back to the times of the Roman
Empire and once again becomes Tarraco. There are historical reenactments
shows, conferences, music concerts and entertainment and gastronomic
events to remember and promote the ancient heritage.

the stands. The arena has remains of
a Visigoth basilica (6th-7th century)
and a Romanesque church. At the
northeast end of the walled enclosure
is the Foro de la Colonia, but only the
basilica can be seen, as the rest has
been covered by modern buildings.
The 6 theatre was built in the port
area —taking advantage of the slope—
with the partial remains of three areas
of the Roman theatre: auditorium or
stands, the front seats and the scaena.
The Museu i Necròpoli Pàlecocristians preserves the largest open air
Late Roman funeral site in the western

Mediterranean, which dates back to
the 3rd century, related to the Christian community of Tarraco. Outside
the urban centre, you can see crucial
elements, such as the the aqueduct, from the 1st century, whos most
spectacular stretch is a 217 m long by
26 m high bridge known as Pont del
Diable. Another place of interest is the
Mèdol quarry, with stone blocks that
have been partially extracted, and the
Agulla del Mèdol, monolith, which is
16 metres tall. Near the N-340 road is
the Torre dels Escipions, a funerary
construction from the 1st century.

Tarragona Història Viva
Journey to the Roman past. From the
12th of July to the 6th of September.
Tarragona Turisme. Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 250 795
www.tarragonaturisme.cat
Santa Tecla Festivals
Between the 13th and the 24th of September. Human towers, correfocs…
Tarragona Turisme. Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 250 795
www.tarragonaturisme.cat
Biennal de Castells
6 monthly Castells human tower competition, named a World Heritage. 4th and
5th of October.
Tarragona Turisme. Carrer Major, 39.
Tarragona I +34 977 250 795
www.concursdecastells.cat

© Oriol Llauradó

The city’s amphitheatre with views over the Mediterranean sea. © Imagen M.A.S.
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Vall de Boí
Romanesque
treasure
La Vall de Boí has a series
of Romanesque churches
declared as World Heritage,
which can be discovered on
short walks or long excursions.
Sant Climent de Taüll Roman church. © Imagen M.A.S.

Vall de Boí

Barcelona

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Vall de Boí
Carrer Sant Feliu, 43.
Barruera, Lleida.
+ 34 973 694 000
www.vallboi.cat

La Vall de Boí is a high mountain
district, home to the Aigüestortes i
Estany de Sant Maurici National Park,
the 1 Caldes de Boí spa and the
2 Boí Taüll Resort ski slopes. But
one thing that really stands out is its
exceptional Romanesque heritage —
named a World Heritage destination
by Unesco—, due to the fact that in a
small space there are various churches
with the same architectural style that
have undergone very little modifications
since their original construction. The site
includes the churches of l’Assumpció de
Cóll, Santa María de Cardet, Sant Feliu
de Barruera, the Sant Quirc de Durro
hermitage, the Nativitat de Durro, Santa

Eulàlia d’Erill la Vall, Sant Joan de
3 Boí, Sant Climent and Santa Maria
de 4 Taüll, the last three with notable
conserved examples of mural paintings
in the the National Art Museum of
Catalonia (MNAC). They are buildings
dating back to the 11th and 12th century
in the Lombard Romanesque style from
northern Italy, characterised by their
functionality, painstaking stonework and
the slender bell towers. The Romànic
de la Vall de Boí Centre in Erill de la
Vall, has an interpretation of this group
of Romanesque churches. All the places
of worship are located around villages
with barely 200 inhabitants. A visit not
to be missed.

Video mapping in the church of Sant Climent de Taüll
Route file
www.catalunya.com
N
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The paintings from Sant Climent de Taüll, conserved in the MNAC, are displayed
in the temple by means of a video mapping which recreates the original frescos.
A virtual exhibition of the pictoral collection as it was in 1123, which explains the
techniques and symbolism of this Catalan Romanesque masterpiece.

Don’t miss it
Fiestas
Baixada de Falles de Taüll
March of torches. Held in the month of July.
Passeig Sant Feliu, 43. Barruera, Lleida
+34 973 694 000 I www.vallboi.cat
Museums
Centre Romànic de la Vall de Boí
To explore and discover the Romanesque architecture of Vall de Boí.
Carrer Batalló, 5. Lleida I +34 973 696 715 I
www.centreromanic.com

Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya (MNAC)
It is known for its collection of Romanesque art.
Palau Nacional. Parc de Montjuïc, s/n. Barcelona I + 34 936 220 360 I www.museunacional.cat
Experiences
Parc Nacional d’Aigüestortes
i Estany de Sant Maurici
The only national park in Catalonia with a wealth
of fauna and vegetation.
Casa del Parc Nacional. Graieres, 2. Boí, Lleida
I + 34 973 696 189 I parcsnaturals.gencat.cat

Routes in Catalonia | UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE

Universal
wealth
Rock art, traditions
and spirituality
The prehistoric remains and
the Poblet monastery, declared a World Heritage Site,
are vital visits to discover the
art and history of the country.
View of the Reial Monestir in Santa Maria de Poblet. © Imagen M.A.S.

Berga

el Cogul
Montblanc Barcelona
Vimbodí i
Poblet

Ulldecona

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com

In addition to modernist buildings, the
Roman Tarragona and La Vall Boí,
Catalonia has many other World Heritage Sites. Traces of Prehistory can be
discovered in the Route of rock art remains —also catalogued by Unesco—,
which is coordinated by the Archaeological Museum of Catalonia, which has
three sites with proof of human life dating
back over 8,000 years.
La Roca dels Moros, in 1 el Cogul, is
one of the most important sites in
the Iberian Peninsula. The Abrics de
l’Ermita Rock Art Interpretation Centre in
2 Ulldecona, has displays of prehistoric paintings from the Godall mountains.
And the Prehistoric Rock Art Interpreta-

tion Centre, in the 3 Prades mountains, shows the cultural development of
Prehistory in Catalonia and the Spanish
Mediterranean.
Another area catalogued by Unesco
is the Santa María de 4 Poblet Monastery, an architectural gem that forms
part of the Cistercian Route. The
actual building is from the 15th century,
but the monastery was founded in 1129,
commissioned by the Count of Barcelona, Ramón Berenguer IV. It includes
pantheons of Catalan kings such as
Jaime I, and preserves important works
of sacred art and ancient codices. The
visit includes a tour of domestic quarters,
including the refectory and the winery.

Patum y Castles, Intangible Heritage Site
Route file
www.catalunya.com

The Patum de 5 Berga, which is held during Corpus Christi, is the purest expression of ancient fire rituals, where mythical animals dance in the Sant Pere square.
Throughout the year, many towns organise diades castelleres where you can see
the castells, human towers with a minimum of six levels and a maximum of ten.
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Fiestas
Castells Competition
Performance by the best colles castelleres (human tower groups) in Catalonia, which is held
every two years.
Tarragona Turisme. Major, 39. Tarragona
+34 977 250 795 I www.concursdecastells.cat
La Patum Festival in Berga
A Unesco World Heritage festival.
Oficina de Turisme del Berguedà.
Carretera C16 km 96. Berga, Barcelona
www.elbergueda.cat

Experiences
Cistercian Route
Visit to the three Cistercian monasteries in the regions of Alt Camp, Conca de Barberà and Urgell.
Carrer Sant Josep, 18. Montblanc, Tarragona
+34 977 861 232 I www.larutadelcister.info
Cave art route
A series of exceptional sites which tell of life in
prehistoric times.
Museu d’Arqueologia de Catalunya (MAC).
Pg. de Santa Madrona, 39-41. Parc de Montjüic,
Barcelona I + 34 934 232 149 I www.mac.cat
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Ceiling of the Palau del Vent
hall at the Dalí TheatreMuseum in Figueres.
© Imagen M.A.S.

A land of geniuses
Catalonia has been the birthplace and home of great artists. Salvador Dalí, Joan Miró and from Malaga, Pablo Picasso, are
three of the universal geniuses who have been eternally linked to
Catalonia’s landscape through their work. We follow in their footsteps from the Barcelona in which Miró was born and Picasso
was trained, to the corners of the province of Tarragona, where
both created some of their most memorable works of art. And
we finish on the Costa Brava, where Dalí lived and left his indelible mark. Three routes to discover the spaces that inspired many
celebrities from the worlds of culture, art and science, to place
Catalonia at the forefront of creativity and knowledge.
19

Pablo Ruiz
Picasso
The artist with
a thousand faces
Barcelona and the towns
of Horta de Sant Joan and
Gósol left an indelible mark
in the early work of the great
Pablo Ruiz Picasso.
Visitors in one of the rooms at the Picasso Museum at Barcelona. © Lluís Carro

Malaga born Pablo Ruiz Picasso came to
1 Barcelona when he was 14 years old.
He studied Fine Arts at La Llotja and
quickly made contact with artists and
intellectuals who gathered in the Modernist café of Els Quatre Gats —which
is still open today— where, in 1900, he
exhibited his works of art for the first time.
Nearby, in the Plaza Nova, you can see
Picasso’s only outdoor work of art, the
three friezes of the façade of the Colegio
de Arquitectos (School of Architects); and in the heart of the picturesque neighbourhood of La Ribera, are
the doors of the Picasso Museum, one
of the most visited museums in the town,
located in the Carrer Montcada. The

Gósol

Barcelona

Horta de
Sant Joan

MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Turisme de Barcelona
Plaça de Catalunya, 17-S.
Barcelona I +34 932 853 834
www.barcelonaturisme.cat
Museu Picasso
Carrer Montcada, 15-23.
Barcelona | +34 932 563 000
www.museupicasso.bcn.cat

painter also established very close ties
with two other Catalan towns: 2 Horta
de Sant Joan (Terres de l’Ebre) and
3 Gósol (Pyrenees). His Cubist painture
was born in Horta de Sant Joan, 200 km
from Barcelona. The town offers visitors a
stroll through the locations that intrigued
the artist and which appear in his first
adolescent paintings. The route also discovers the places frequented years later
by Picasso and Fernande Olivier, his partner back then and muse of his first Cubist
paintings. Fernande also accompanied
him to Gósol, 149 km from Barcelona,
where his colour palette changed from
blue to pink, beginning a new pictorial era
that he ended up developing in Paris.

A unique museum in medieval surroundings

Route file
www.catalunya.com

The Picasso Museum in Barcelona, which opened in 1963, hosts the largest collection of the period of the young Picasso, with 4,249 works of art. The museum,
which occupies several medieval palaces, exhibits important paintings such as
Arlequín (1917), the Las Meninas series (1957) and La Espera (1901).
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Experiences
Ruta pels indrets picassians
The most frequented and painted places of
Picasso in Horta de Sant Joan.
Oficina de Turisme Horta de Sant Joan. Plaça
Catalunya. Horta de Sant Joan, Tarragona I +34
977 743 043 I www.elpaisatgedelsgenis.cat

Gastronomy and accommodation
Paisatge dels Genis Route
To explore the Costa Daurada and the Terres
de l’Ebre that inspired Gaudí, Miró, Picasso and
Casals. Discounts with the Targeta genial (€9).
www.elpaisatgedelsgenis.cat

Camí de Picasso
A 60 km route which crosses the countrysides
of l’Alt Berguedà, which inspired Picasso.
Consorci de Turisme de l’Alt Berguedà. Berga
+34 938 222 112 I www.altbergueda.com

Museums
Museu Picasso de Gósol
Replicas of paintings during his stay in Gósol.
Ajuntament de Gósol. Plaça Major, 1. Gósol,
Lleida I +34 973 370 055 I gosol.ddl.net
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Joan Miró
A very Barcelona
based surrealista
His style has made him one of
the best-known art personalities of the 20th century. A route
through Barcelona and Montroig del Camp, allow you to
discover his artistic life.
Pla de l’Os Mosaic (1976), by Joan Miró, in La Rambla. © Lluís Carro

Son of 1 Barcelona, the sculptor,
ceramic artist, painter and engraver, Joan
Miró, was born in 1893 in the Passatge
del Crèdit, no. 4, very close to one of
his most popular open-air works or art,
the mosaics of the Pla de l’Os, which
thousands of people see everyday when
walking down la Rambla pavement.
From there, you can begin a journey
through the town to admire other works
of art by the artist: the sculpture Dona i
Ocell (1983), located in Joan Miró park;
the sculpture Dona, which can only
be visited on Sundays at the Town Hall
in Plaza Sant Jaume; the great Mural
de l’Aeroport, located in Terminal B
of the El Prat airport and, above all, the

Barcelona
Mont-roig
del Camp

MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Patronat de Turisme
de la Diputació de Tarragona
www.costadaurada.info

Fundació Joan Miró, which has a
huge exhibition of the painter’s art. Miró
travelled to Paris and lived in Mallorca,
but his favourite place was 2 Mont-roig
del Camp, in Tarragona, between the
sea and the mountains and just over 100
kilometres from Barcelona. From 1911,
he spent many summers in the family’s
country house. There he discovered landscapes rich in colours, which he captured
in his first paintings, Hort amb ase (1918)
and La masia (1921-22). His paintings
also reflect others areas in the region,
such as Mas Romeu and the shrine of
the Mare de Déu de la Roca. Today all
these places can be visited thanks to the
Miró Centre of Mont-roig del Camp.

A foundation full of treasures
On Montjüic Mountain, architect Josep Lluís Sert designed a magnificent building
to house the extensive donation that the painter made to his Foundation: 14,000
work of art are on exhibition. Among these, 217 paintings, 178 sculptures, ceramics, tapestries, nearly all his graphic works and some 10,000 drawings.
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Museums
Fundació Joan Miró
The most complete public collection of works by
Joan Miró.
Parc de Montjuïc s/n. Barcelona | + 34 934
439 470 | www.fundaciomiro-bcn.org

Gastronomy
Boadas Cocktails Bar
Famous cocktail bar that Joan Miró frequented.
In honour of the artist, they named a cocktail
after him.
Carrer Tallers, 1. Barcelona | + 34 933 189
592 | http://boadascocktails.com

Experiences
Centre Miró
To discover his link with Mont-roig del Camp.
Carrer Major, 2 | Mont-roig del Camp, Tarragona | + 34 977 837 337 | www.centremiro.com

El Paisatge dels Genis
To explore the Costa Daurada and the Terres
de l’Ebre that inspired Gaudí, Miró, Picasso and
Casals. Discounts with the Targeta genial (€9).
www.elpaisatgedelsgenis.cat
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Salvador Dalí House-Workshop in Portlligat. © Imagen M.A.S

Figueres

Cadaqués

La Pera

Barcelona

Salvador Dalí
The genius of the Tramuntana
Salvador Dalí can only be understood by entering the countrysides of Empordà, in Girona, where he was born and lived.
Figueres, La Bahía de Portlligat and Púbol castle are key elements
in his biography and work. Along the route, art lovers will discover
the exceptional ability of Dalí to mythologise his surroundings.

MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Oficina de Turisme de Figueres
Plaça del Sol s/n.
Figueres, Girona
+ 34 972 503 155
en.visitfigueres.cat
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Salvador Dalí (1904-1989) had two
great passions in his life that inspired all
his work: his wife Gala, who he dedicated hundreds of paintings to, and the
landscape of l’Empordá, in Girona,
which he chose as an idyllic setting for
his most surrealistic pieces. You simply
have to explore these areas if you want
an in-depth look into the world of the
Emporda genius.
1 Figueres, in the province of
Girona, is the starting point of the
Daliniano Triangle which is about 75
kilometres long in total. Dalí was born in
this town, and it houses the Dalí The-

atre-Museum, one of the most visited
museums in Catalonia. This building is
located on the ruins of the Figueres
theatre —destroyed during the Spanish
Civil War— which was the location chosen and designed by the artist to house
his work. Under the glass dome, which
has 22 rooms, visitors can admire emblematic works like the Cadillac Plujós
and the Mae West room. Next to the
museum, you can visit the Dalí Joyas
exhibition, with more than thirty designs
created by the artist between 1941 and
1979. Cadaqués and 2 Portlligat are
the next stop. Located on the coast and

Routes in Catalonia | A LAND OF GENIUSES

Tower at the Dalí Theatre-Museum. © D. Julia
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Museums
Teatre-Museu Dalí
Museum entirely dedicated to the painter.
Plaça Gala-Salvador Dalí, 5.
Figueres, Girona I +34 972 677 500
www.salvador-dali.org
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The artist spent his last days here.
Guided tours.
Plaça Gala Dalí s/n. | Púbol-La Pera,
Girona I + 34 972 488 655
www.salvador-dali.org
Experiences
Salvador Dalí house-workshop in
Port Lligat
The painter’s house is special and is
located in a unique place. Guided tours.
Portlligat I + 34 972 251 015
www.salvador-dali.org
Camí antic al cap de Creus
Guided excursions in the Cap de Creus
Natural Park.
Oficina de Turisme de Cadaqués. Carrer Cotxe, 1. Cadaqués, Girona. | + 34
972 258 315 I www.visitcadaques.org
Figuera Point, at the Cap de Creus Nature Park. © Oriol Alamany

The Nature Reserve of Cap de Creus
In the Cap de Creus, the Pyrenees fall into the sea. Dalí managed to capture the
magic of this place better than anyone and convert this land, of strong winds
and bare mountains, into a universal landscape. Today, this nature reserve can
be crossed on horseback, by foot or by bicycle or, seen from the sea.

historically isolated by the rugged landscape of the Cap de Creus, the town
of Cadaqués preserves a seaside feel,
with whitewashed houses and pretty
nooks, which has always attracted
many artists, including, Dalí himself.
From Cadaqués —by car or on
foot—, along the old path of Portlligat,
you can reach the home of the artist.
It’s a group of old fishermen’s houses
that Dalí bought in the 30’s so as to
enjoy unique panoramic views of the
Cap de Creus. The labyrinthine distribution of the Portlligat House-Workshop is due to the union and further

extensions of other houses, which are
crowned by large eggs, the unmistakable seal of Dalí.
The last part of the route is the
3 Púbol Castle, in the town of la
Pera, a shrine to Gala where Dalí spent
his last years following her death and
the place where she was buried. The
painter bought this Gothic castle to
satisfy his muse, and she converted it
into her refuge. Not even Dalí could visit
it without being invited. The building is
worth visiting due to its unique decoration and the exhibition of drawings and
dresses that Dalí made for his wife.

Maritime tour of the Cap de Creus
Admire the area from the sea, on board
a boat.
Oficina de Turisme de Cadaqués. Carrer Cotxe, 1. Cadaqués, Girona. | + 34
972 258 315 I www.visitcadaques.org
Gastronomy and accommodation
Masia La Palma
Hotel in a Catalan country house in the
countryside.
Ctra. Gl-554 d’Esponellà a Bàscara.
Veïnat de la Palma. Espinavessa,
Girona I +34 972 193 137
www.masialapalma.com
Cuina de l’Empordanet
Association of restaurants in central
Costa Brava with the aim of promoting
the local gastronomy.
Ctra. de Palamós, km 328. Vall-llobrega, Girona I +34 972 600 069
www.cuinadelempordanet.net
Cuina del Vent
Group of Alt Empordà restaurants
Pol. Empordà Internacional, s/n.
Vilamalla, Girona | +34 972 525 556
www.empordahostaleria.com

Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Barcelona, Plaça del Rei,
in the city’s historic centre.
© Nano Cañas

2,000 years of history
From the last stronghold of the dinosaurs to avant-garde architecture, Catalonia has come a long way. It was the home of
the Iberians, and from Empúries, it opened the doorway to the
Greek and Roman culture, providing a way into the peninsula.
Their footprints, which are still intact, blend with the Middle Ages
and the remains of monks, lords and castles. The Gothic era
reigned with splendour throughout the territory and left its mark
on civil architecture, such as, for example, the Shipyards, the
Salón de Tinell in Barcelona and the main cathedrals in Catalonia. Meanwhile, the Jewish heritage still has a strong influence in
the hidden side streets of Girona and Barcelona, where the memory of 1714 stays alive, recovering areas such as the exceptional
archaeological site of El Born.
25

Prehistoric
Catalonia
The last home
of the dinosaurs
The skeletons, tracks and
eggs found in the sites are
of incalculable value. Catalonia
was one of the last strongholds of the dinosaurs.

Site of Ichnites, dinosaur prints, from la Posa. © Servicios Editoriales Georama

Berguedà
Pallars Jussà
and la Noguera
Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com

The presence of fossilised remains of
dinosaurs and bones, footprints and
eggs in Catalonia is amazing. The
important skeletal remains force us
to begin our route in the Pyrenees.
Specifically, in the town of 1 Sant
Romà d’Abella (Isona and Conca
Dellà, Pallars Jussà) where a new kind
of hadrosaur has been found, baptised
as Pararhabdodon isonensis in clear
reference to the area.
From the same period, and due to
the quantity and quality of bone remains, you should not miss the sites
of 2 Basturs and of la Posa, also
in the town of Isona and Conca Dellà.
Equally attractive are the fossilised

footprints, called ichnites, that you can
see at the sites of
3 Fumanya (Fígols and Vallcebre,
Berguedà) where the main site
comprises some 2000 ichnites,
the majority of which are from titanosaurios. In the town of Fígols is the
site of 4 Cingles del Boixader, with
seven ichnite in good condition. These
last footprints, together with the site
of ichnites in the 5 Mata del Viudà
(Àger, Noguera), make up the fossils
from the last dinosaurs in the Eurasian
continent, before their extinction 65 million years ago.

Coll de Nargó, an exclusive site
The site of eggs and nests of Coll de Nargó (Alt Urgell) is one of the three most
important sites in the world. It has a museum, Dinosfera, where you can discover
the different species and the causes of their extinction. The Mirador del Cretaci
allows you to view in situ remains from footprints to fossil remains of eggs.
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Experiences
Jaciment de Fumanya
Important site of dinosaur prints near the town
of Fígols, in el Berguedà.
+34 938 249 025
www.altbergueda.cat

Gastronomy and accommodation
Noguera Cuina
Group of restauranteurs from the region.
Carrer Major, 4. Foradada, Lleida I +34 973
400 709 I restaurantlasolanadeforadada.com

Parc Astronòmic Montsec
Educational activities about astronomy and
geology at the Centre d’Observació de l’Univers.
Camí del Coll d’Ares, s/n. Àger, Lleida
+34 973 053 022
www.parcastronomic.cat

Museums
Museum of the Conca Dellà
Parc Cretaci centre. Scene from a thrilling
voyage in time.
Carrer del Museu, 7. Isona, Lleida I +34 973
665 062 I www.parc-cretaci.com
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The Iberians
The first settlers
in Catalonia
The route of the Iberians is the
best way to travel through
the history of mankind and
discover how each of the tribes
who inhabited Catalonia lived.
Iberian and medieval village of l’Esquerda. © Imagen M.A.S.

Ullastret

Arbeca

Barcelona
Calafell Olèrdola

Alcanar

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Catalunya Museum of Archaeology
Passeig de Santa Madrona, 39-41.
Parc de Montjuïc, Barcelona
+34 934 232 149
www.mac.cat

The route of the Iberians begins in the
1 Iberian settlement of Ullastret
(Baix Empordà), where, in the 5th century
BC. the inhabitants built an important
walled city that was later occupied by the
Greeks. In addition to the defensive wall,
from the defence towers you can see the
agora, or public square, the acropolis,
a place of worship, the structure of the
houses and the tanks were the water was
kept. The museum has a large part of the
findings and archaeological work and,
throughout the year, there are visits. The
next stop is in the Les Garrigues region,
in 2 the fortress of Els Vilars (Arbeca),
built around 750 B.C. and inhabited for
400 years. You can visit the large defen-

sive wall, a dozen towers, the house, the
street, the north door, a pinned stone
barrier and a moat. The archaeological site was declared a Cultural Asset
of National Interest in 1988. Another
unmissable event is 3 the Citadel of
Calafell (Baix Penedès), the first site on
the Iberian Peninsula that has been rebuilt
over the remains. Nearby, the town of 4
Olèrdola (Alt Penedès) offers visitors the
opportunity to see a cleaning service.
Finally, we must highlight the 5 Moleta
del Remei (Alcanar), a walled area of the
tribe of the Ilercavones from where they
controlled the mouth of the Ebro thanks
to its privileged location dominating the
Montsià mountain.

Olèrdola, strategic enclave from the Bronze Age
Very close to Barcelona and in the heart of the wine region of DO Penedès, is
the Iberian village of Olèrdola within the archaeological site and monuments
of Sant Miquel de Olèrdola mountains, a strategic site from the Bronze Age to
medieval times.
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Experiences
Iberian settlement of Ullastret
The largest Iberian town in Catalonia.
Afores, s/n. Puig de Sant Andreu. Ullastret,
Girona I +34 972 179 058 I www.mac.cat
Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel Antiga
A gastronomic hotel in an old refurbished
Spanish-American style house.
Plaça de Catalunya, 29. Calafell, Tarragona
+34 977 690 638 | www.antiga.info

Fiestas
Fira de l’Oli de Qualitat Verge de
Les Garrigues
Avinguda Carrasco i Formiguera, s/n.
Les Garrigues, Lleida | +34 973 142 805
www.firaoli.cat
Museums
Les Borges Blanques oil theme park
Carretera N-240, km 71 (Masia Salat). Les
Borges Blanques, Lleida | +34 973 140 018
www.lesborgesblanques.cat
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The
Mediterranean
coast
Entrance to the
Greeks and Romans
The Greeks and the Romans
entered the Iberian Peninsula
through Empúries leaving a
visible architectural legacy.
Forum of the ancient Roman city of Empúries.

Roses
Empúries

Badalona
Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Catalunya Museum of Archaeology
Passeig de Santa Madrona, 39-41.
Parc de Montjuïc, Barcelona
+34 934 232 149
www.mac.cat

Before Tarragona –classified by Unesco
as World Heritage for being one of the
main cities of the Roman Empire–,
1 Empúries was the gateway of Greek
and Roman cultures. Empúries, which
leant it’s name to l’Empordà, is the only
archaeological site on the peninsula with
remains of a Greek city (Emporion) and
a Roman city from the 1st century BC.
The ruins, near l’Escala, help to understand the evolution of urban development
through their houses and churches. The
breakwater is one of most monumental
engineering works from past times. To the
north, the citadel of 2 Roses hides an
outstanding archaeological site from the
Rhode Greek colony with its defensive

wall and neighbourhoods from the 4th3rd centuries BC. Another point of interest is 3 Barcelona (Barcino), the nerve
centre of the empire. Within the complex
of la plaça del Rei (King’s Square), you
can visit the homes of wealthy family, in
the Pati d’en Llimona are some sections
of the defensive wall, columns of the Augustus temple in Calle Paradís, a circular
tower in the la plaça Traginers (Traginers
Square) or a necropolis in plaça Vila de
Madrid square. Built over the remains of
the Roman city of Baetulo, the 4 Museu
de Badalona is one of the largest covered archaeological areas in Catalonia
and includes the Roman baths and a
large part of the urban layout.

The Archaeological Museum of Empúries
This museum contains some of the objects discovered during the excavations
and the thematic room of the Aesculapius of Empúries. The museum, which
has a research centre, contains a selection of the key pieces from the collection such as mosaics and paintings.
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DON’T MISS IT
Experiences
Empúries Ruins
Guided Tour.
MAC Empúries. Puig i Cadafalch, s/n.
Empúries – l’Escala, Girona I +34 972 770 208
www.mac.cat

Fiestas and Museums
Badalona Museum
This museum has one of the most important
archaeological collections in Spain.
Plaça de l’Assemblea de Catalunya, 1.
Badalona, Barcelona | +34 933 841 750
www.museudebadalona.cat

Gastronomy
Cuina del vent
Group of Alt Empordà restaurants.
Pol. Empordà Intl., s/n. Vilamalla, Girona
+34 972 525 556 | www.empordahostaleria.com

Blues, Jazz, Gospel Festival
Music in the summer nights at the archaeological site of the Citadella de Roses.
Plaça de Catalunya, 8. Roses, Girona I
+34 972 252 400 I www.roses.cat
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The Pyrenean
Counties
Land of medieval
estates
The route of the Pirineu
Comtal allows you to visit
castles, monasteries, villages
and cathedrals that explain
the history of Catalonia.
Cyclists near Sant Pere de Rodes, in the Cap de Creus Natural Park. © José Luis Rodríguez

Vielha
la Vall
de Boí la Seu
d’Urgell

Besalú
Ripoll

Cap de
Creus

Cardona Vic Girona
Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Terra de comtes i abats
(Land of Counts and Abbots)
www.terradecomtes.cat

The northern route of the Pirineu Comtal,
through the regions alongside the
French border, begins at the Romanesque Monastery of 1 Sant Pere de
Rodes, which has exceptional views
of the Mediterranean and the Cap de
Creus, and continues through the medieval site of Castelló d’Empúries. Further on, Besalú, with its famous castle
and its depicted Pont Vell, conserves the
medieval flavour. History in capital letters
is written in 2 Ripoll, which houses the
Santa María Monastery, founded in the
year 879 by Guifré el Pilós, who was the
backbone of the Catalan counties. The
portico of the monastery is one of the
most important Romanesque monu-

ments in the world, being a work of art
carved in stone and is an iconographic
expression of the Bible.
The Església de Beget, the Monastery of Sant Joan de les Abadesses,
both in Ripollès, Gósol, the cathedral of
3 La Seu d’Urgell and Vielha are an
excellent complement to the exceptional
Romanesque churches of 4 Vall de
Boí, World Heritage. The southern tour
includes fascinating medieval towns,
such as Solsona, Cardona and
5 Vic before reaching Girona. Its defensive walls, the cathedral, the museums, churches, monasteries and baths
transport visitors to the early creation of
the Catalan counties.

Episcopal Museum of Vic
Next to the cathedral, this museum has a magnificent collection of medieval art
with painting and sculpture masterpieces from the Catalan Romanesque and
Gothic era. The collections of precious metals, textiles, wrought iron, glassware
and ceramics inspired the Generalitat to declare this museum of national interest.

DON’T MISS IT
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Gastronomy
Cuina Volcànica
Group of restaurants of the area.
Avinguda Onze de Setembre, 22, 2ª. Olot,
Girona | +34 972 274 900 | cuinavolcanica.com

Experiences
Cardona 1714, the impregnable fortress
Guided thematic visit about the city’s participation in the War of Succession.
Castell de Cardona, s/n. Cardona, Barcelona.
www.cardona1714.cat

Fiestas
“Terra de Trobadors” medieval festival
In mid September, the town of Castelló de
Empúries relives the Middle Ages for a few days.
Ajuntament de Castelló d’Empúries.
www.terradetrobadors.com
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Museums
Episcopal Museum of Vic
Collections of painting and medieval sculptures.
Plaça del Bisbe Oliba, 3. Vic, Barcelona.
+34 938 869 360 | www.museuepiscopalvic.com
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Gothic route
The medieval heart
of Catalonia
Barcelona and other cities
in the province hold the
greatest treasure of Gothic
buildings in Europe.
Drassanes, Barcelona Maritime Museum. © Imagen M.A.S.
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Catalonia Sacra (Sacred Catalonia)
Carrer de l’Albergueria, 1.
Vic, Barcelona
+34 938 891 857
www.cataloniasacra.cat

Before entering the medieval heart of
Barcelona, the Vic cathedral (14th
century) —containing an elegant open
exterior gallery cloister— and the city’s
Episcopal Museum are a good starting point of the Gothic route. Nearby,
the Seu de Manresa or l’Església de
Sant Miquel de Cardona are icons of
this art form. In Barcelona, Gothic also
gives life to the important civil buildings
of Barcelona, such as the Regional
Parliament (Palau de la Generalitat),
the 1 City Hall (Ajuntament), and the
best conserved medieval shipyards in
Europe, the 2 Drassanes. The
3 cathedral has a neo-Gothic façade
with two octagonal towers, the Santa

Llúcia chapel, the cloister and the crypt
of Santa Eulàlia. Opposite the cathedral
is the Gothic palace of the Casa de
L’Ardiaca. The plaça del Rei, the
4 Palau Reial, residence of the
Catalan-Aragonese crown, is home to
the chapel of Santa Àgata (1302), the
Saló del Tinell and tower of King Martí. In
the same square is the Casa Padellàs,
home to the History Museum, and the
Palau Lloctinent Palace. Not forgetting the Gothic palaces in the street
5 Montcada the Basilica of Santa
Maria del Mar is one of the most beautiful examples of Gothic Catalan, and the
Basilica del Pi has a majestic doorway
and one of large rosettes in the world.

Sacred Catalonia, the legacy of the Church
Catalonia Sacra is an initiative of the bishoprics based in Catalonia to present
the architectural and artistic heritage linked to the Catholic church with different routes which include El Gótico in Barcelona and visits to the Santa Maria
del Mar and the Pi basilica.
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Experiences
Barcelona Walking Tours Gòtic
Guided tour through the Gothic quarter of the city.
Barcelona Turisme. Plaça Catalunya s/n.
Barcelona | +34 932 853 834
www.barcelonaturisme.cat
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Gastronomy
Barceloneta Cuina
Group of restaurants in the old fishing neighbourhood of Barcelona.
www.barcelonetacuina.cat

Museums
MNAC
The National Museum of Art of Catalonia has an
extensive Gothic collection.
Palau Nacional. Parc de Montjuïc, s/n.
Barcelona | +34 936 220 360
www.museunacional.cat
Fiestas
Festes de la Mercè
Festivals for the patron saint of Barcelona.
www.bcn.cat
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The Jewish
quarters
The Hebrew
inheritance
El Call Jueu in Barcelona
and in Girona represent the
greatest legacy of the Jewish
community before their expulsion in 1492.
Jueus History Museum in Girona. © Imagen M.A.S.
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d’Empúries
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Tortosa

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Red de juderías de España
www.redjuderias.org

The route begins in Call 1 Girona, one
of the most interesting streets in Europe,
with its epicentre in Calle de la Força,
which is a reference point of the route
because it is surrounded by the hospital,
the orphanage, the charity house and
three synagogues. Other points of interest are the Museu d’Història de la Ciutat
museum, with tombstones and documents on display; the Casa Coll, which
conserves the mezuzà, and the Gironella
tower, that sheltered the Jews during attacks by Christians. Near Girona, in
2 Besalú, a region of Garrotxa, is one of
only three Jewish baths —mikwa— that
have been conserved in Europe. In
3 Castelló d’Empúries, Alt Empordà,

you can visit the remains of the new synagogue. In 4 Barcelona the route begins
in the Main Synagogue, on Calle Sant
Domènec, one of the five that was in the
city and the oldest in Europe. It occupied
the current space of the Sant Jordi de la
Generalitat chapel. The smaller synagogue was on the remains of the church
of La Trinitat, on Calle Ferran, where there
was also the old butchers and the houses
of the illustrious Jews. On Calle Marlet,
and in La Plaça de Sant Iu, in El Palau del
Lloctinent, there are Hebraic tombstones.
5 Montblanc is in the south of Catalonia, and 6 Tortosa is a must, to see
the synagogue from the 14th century, La
Torre del Célio and the Portal del Ferro.

Caminos de Sefarad, Network of Jewish Quarters
The Spanish Network of Jewish Quarters is a non-profit association that organises and promotes activities, exhibitions, trips and anything to do with the
urban, architectural, historic, artistic and cultural heritage of the Sephardic
legacy in Spain.
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Parador de Tortosa
Located in the impressive castle of La Zuda.
Castillo de la Zuda, s/n. Tortosa, Tarragona
+ 34 977 444 450 I www.parador.es

Museums
Muhba El Call
The best starting point to find out how Barcelona’s Jewish community lived in medieval times.
Placeta de Manuel Ribé, s/n. Barcelona
+ 34 932 562 122 I museuhistoria.bcn.cat

Fiestas
Besalú, Ciutat Jueva
In March, a celebration of historic recreation of
the medieval Jewish community of Besalú.
Ajuntament de Besalú. Pl. de la Llibertat, 1. Besalú, Girona I + 34 972 590 225 I www.besalu.cat

Bonastruc ça Porta Centre
Museum of Girona located in a building that
housed a synagogue in the 15th century.
Carrer Sant Llorenç, s/n. Girona
+34 972 216 761
www.pedresdegirona.com
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Year 1714
The besieged
Catalonia
Route 1714 is a journey
through the ten places where
the most important historic
events of the War of Succession occurred.
View of the Castell de Cardona. © Lluís Carro
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Ruta 1714
www.ruta1714.cat

The ruins of the Born Cultural Centre
are the testimony of the neighbourhoods
that were demolished to build the military
fortress of La Ciutadella, and where we
can find out what life was like in Barcelona at the time. The next stop on the route
are the houses where Rafael Casanova
lived, conseller en cap until the defeat of
Barcelona: Can Barraquer de 1 Sant
Boi del Llobregat, where he lived until
his death, and the Casa Museu Rafael
Casanova de 2 Moià, where he was
born and which is now a museum dedicated to the war and to the hero in the
defence of the city. The 3 Castell de
Cardona, the last Austriacist stronghold
to be capitulated, conserves architectural

gems from different periods. Another vital
castle is the Talamanca castle, which
lived through the last alliance victory, although all that is left now is the tower and
part of the defensive wall, because Philip
V ordered for it to be destroyed. The
impressive Manresana Tower, which is
21 metres high, in Prats de Rei; the Universitat de 4 Cervera, a symbol of the
Bourbon implementation; the Seu Vella
in 5 Lleida; the Torre Solsona (Castellciutat), a fortress near the Seu d’Urgell
which was the main Pyrenees defence
during the war, and the Hermitage of Sant
Sebastià, in Vic, where the famous Pacte
dels Vigatans covenant was signed, are
other key places along the 1714 route.

Espais 1714, places filled with history
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Route 1714 passes by the monuments of the Seu Vella in Lleida; the Universitat
de Cervera; the Cardona and Talamanca castles; the defence towers, such as
La Manresana; the fortification of Castellciutat de la Seu d’Urgell; the ruins of
El Born and the houses where Rafael Casanova lived.

40 km

Museums
Catalonia History Museum
A journey through the history of Catalonia, from
its origins to present time.
Plaça de Pau Vila, 3 (Palau de Mar). Barcelona I +34 932 254 700 | www.es.mhcat.cat

Turó de la Seu Vella
In the centre of the city of Lleida is a site comprising the cathedral, the castle, a military fort
and diverse archaeological remains.
Lleida I +34 973 230 653 I www.turoseuvella.cat

Born Cultural Centre
Exhibition and archaeological site of a neighbourhood in Barcelona destroyed in 1714.
Plaça Comercial, 12. Barcelona I + 34 932
566 851 I elborncentrecultural.bcn.cat

Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina 1714
The monuments of Route 1714 have recipies
from the 18th century. They can be enjoyed in
the restaurants affiliated to Route 1714.
www.ruta1714.cat
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Industrial
Revolution
Mines and colonies
Travelling through the galleries
of a salt mountain or a coalmine; discover Modernism in textile colonies or see how Cava
sparkling wine is made, events
along the industrial route.
Cal Pons textile colony in Puig-reig. © Imagen M.A.S.
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
XATIC
Xarxa de Turisme Industrial
de Catalunya
www.xatic.cat

In 1 Guardiola de Berguedà, the
Riutort oil mine is the only one that
can be visited in the whole of Spain
and one of the few that have survived.
Visitors can explore its galleries in a
natural park to learn about the process
for obtaining black gold. At the Minas
de Cercs mines, also in Berguedà, you
can board a mining train. The Montaña
de Sal Cultural Park in 2 Cardona
offers a tour of the old mining facilities,
86m below ground, that tells the story
of the salt mining in an area of Natural
Interest. The 3 textile colonies route
in Llobregat recovers the roads that
connected them in a 28 km journey
which connects Cal Rosal, near Berga,

with Ametlla de Merola, in Puig-reig.
Also in Puig-reig, the Cal Pons colony,
which stands out due to the immense
size of the church — la catedral del
Llobregat —, the convent and the two
modernist towers. The mark of Modernism is also evident in La Farinera La
Florinda de Manresa, a masterpiece by
Ignasi Oms, and in the Masia Freixa de
4 Terrassa, a Lluís Muncunill building inspired by Gaudí and one of the
treasures of the city’s Modernist heritage. The industrial route also reflects
industry, which is kept alive with visits
to cava and turron businesses, such as
Codorníu and Vicens.

The Catalonia Network of Industrial Tourism
XATIC, the Catalonia Network of Industrial Tourism is the association which,
through museums, visitor centres, old factories and mines, groups over 25
towns that share a significant and varied industrial heritage to teach people
about the industrial revolution in Catalonia.
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Museums
Museu de la Ciència i la Técnica de
Catalunya
From the first calculation tools to modern
technology.
Rambla d’Ègara, 270. Terrassa, Barcelona
+ 34 937 368 966 I www.mnactec.cat
Torre de l’Amo de Viladomiu Nou
Centre d’Interpretació de les Colònies Tèxtils.
To discover how the owners of colonies lived.
Torre de l’Amo de Viladomiu Nou. Gironella,
Barcelona I +34 938 250 689 I www.parcfluvial.cat

Museu de les Mines de Cercs
Museum dedicated to coal mining.
Plaça Sant Romà, s/n. Cercs, Barcelona
+34 938 248 187 I www.mmcercs.cat
Fiestas
Festival of La Colònia Güell Modernism
Theatrical recreation in the streets of scenes from
the day to day life of the colony 100 years ago.
Carrer Claudi Güell, s/n. Colònia Güell. Santa
Coloma de Cervelló, Barcelona I + 34 936 305
807 www.gaudicoloniaguell.org
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The Civil War
Landscapes
with memory
The Battle of l’Ebre immerses
visitors in the four months
that the combat lasted for,
visiting towns that have been
destroyed and trenches that
have been preserved.
L’Exili Memorial Museum in la Jonquera, Girona. © Imagen M.A.S.
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Memorial Democràtic
memorialdemocratic.gencat.cat

The route starts in the Poble Vell de
1 Corbera d’Ebre, which was destroyed but kept as was. Declared
a Place of Historic Interest, the
destroyed houses and the church of
Sant Pere are the silent witnesses to
the harshness of the bombings. This
area also houses the monument to the
Internacional Brigades and the Abecedari
de Llibertad, made by 25 artists. The
Corbera Interpretation Centre, which displays military and personal material that
belonged to the combatants, is an excellent mirador over the Pàndols i Cavalls
mountains, the main location of the battle.
The Les Devees trenches in 2 la Fatarella and Els Barrancs in 3 Vilalba dels

Arcs enable visitors to appreciate the
construction techniques to survive in the
line of fire. El Coll del Moro, from where
Franco directed the battle, is the anteroom to the visit to the Centre d’Estudis
de la Batalla de l’Ebre de 4 Gandesa,
which has a large exhibition surrounding
the conflict. The Meringue de Camarasa, in la Noguera, is a small hill next to
the road from Balaguer to Camarasa,
and was one of the most bloody scenes
of the entire Segre front, the other great attack in Catalonia. The Parc dels búnquers
de Martinet i Montellà, in la Cerdanya,
forms part of the line of defence built by
the Franco government in the Pyrenees
from 1940.

L’Exili Memorial Museum, a temple of the historic memory
The l’Exili Memorial Museum is a visitor centre which recalls the exiles provoked by the Civil War. The space, located in La Jonquera, in El Alt Empordà,
is considered as a museum due to the permanent and temporary exhibitions,
together with research and education.
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Museums
Catalonia History Museum
A journey through the history of Catalonia, from
its origins to present time.
Plaça de Pau Vila, 3 (Palau de Mar). Barcelona I +34 932 254 700 I www.mhcat.cat
Espais de la Batalla de l’Ebre
Exhibition and routes to recover the historic
memory of the Spanish Civil War.
Carrer Freginals, 18-24. Corbera d’Ebre,
Tarragona I + 34 977 421 726
www.batallaebre.org

Experiences
Parc dels búnquers de Martinet i Montellà de Cerdanya
Guided tours of the old military facilities.
Ctra. LV-4055 de Martinet a Montellà. Paratge
del Cabiscol, s/n. Montellà i Martinet, Lleida
+ 34 648 141 070 I www.bunquersmartinet.net
Soldiers of Salamina Route
Routes that pass through Civil War locations.
Consell Comarcal del Pla de l’Estany. Carrer
Catalunya, 48. Banyoles, Girona I +34 972 573
550 I turisme.plaestany.cat
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Current
Barcelona
Avant-garde
architecture
Always full of life, Barcelona
opted to modernise its appearance with the involvement
of the best-known contemporary architects in the world.
Santa Caterina Market, remodeled by Eric Miralles and Benedetta Tagliabue. © Lluís Carro

Barcelona

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Barcelona Turisme
Plaça de Catalunya, 17-S.
Barcelona I +34 932 853 834
www.barcelonaturisme.cat

The route through the main avant-garde
buildings in Barcelona starts at the Torre
Agbar, by the French architect Jean
Nouvel in 2005 and the gateway to the
most technological district of the city:
22@. La torre, 145 metres high, has over
4,500 lights that make images on the
façade when the sun goes down. The
MACBA, the Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona (Contemporary Art
Museum of Barcelona), was built ten
years earlier in the Raval neighbourhood
by the American Richard Meier. Declared
a museum of national interest by the
Generalitat, the MACBA exhibits works
of art from the second half of the 20th
century to the present. Right beside it

is the CCCB, Centre de Cultura Contemporánea de Barcelona (Barcelona
Contemporary Culture Centre), which
occupies part of the old building of the
Casa de Caritat, which was renovated by
Albert Viaplana and is focused on the city
and urban culture. By the duo formed by
Enric Miralles and Benedetta Tagliabue
comes the Parc Diagonal Mar (2002), the
reform of the Santa Caterina Market
(2005) with its colourful roof, and Gas
Natural Fenosa building (2007), which is
covered with a glass skin that covers the
site. The Collserola telecommunications tower, designed by Norman Foster
during the olympic games, is the tallest
building in the city at 288 metres.

Disseny HUB, all design in one space
Located in the DHUB building, the Barcelona Disseny Museum is the integration
between the Museu de les Arts Decoratives, the Museu de Ceràmica, the Museu
Tèxtil i d’Indumentària and the Gabinet de les Arts Gràfiques, and has a collection
of 70,000 objects from the 4th century BC to the present day.

Don’t miss it
Museums
Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona
(MACBA)
Art from the second half of the 20th century.
Plaça dels Àngels, 1. Barcelona I +34 934
120 810 I www.macba.cat

Experiences
Contemporary Route
Modern Barcelona from the 20th and 21st
century.
Plaça de Catalunya, 17-S. Barcelona
+34 932 853 834 | www.barcelonaturisme.cat

Centre de Cultura Contemporània de
Barcelona (CCCB)
Exhibition of artistic works from all over the
world and from different periods.
Carrer Montalegre, 5. Barcelona I +34 933
064 100 I www.cccb.org

Barcelona Design Tour
Takes us into the culture of the Barcelona
design.
Plaça de les Glòries Catalanes, 37-38. Edifici
Disseny Hub. Barcelona I +34 932 182 822 I
www.bcd.es
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Monastery of Montserrat.
© José Luis Rodríguez

The spiritual heritage
From the most ancient times, religious beliefs and spiritual movements have generated architectural and artistic heritage, as
well as a lifestyle. The monumental treasures, which come from
all the across the region, and pilgrimages, such as the Camino de Ignaciano and the Camino de Santiago, which have
connected towns and cities since the early ages via their multiple
routes, are proof of this. In turn, these trails have generated new
cultural, natural and countryside attractions linked to a new way
of expressing their importance.
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Wing of the Santes Creus Reial Monestir cloister. © Imagen M.A.S.
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Cathedrals and monasteries
A tour through spiritual Catalonia

Poblet
Tarragona
Santes Creus

Visiting the sacred buildings, from the first manifestations in the
north and the Pyrenees to its expansion towards the south, with
great Benedictine and Cistercian Order monasteries, you will
discover the best European, Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque
architectural tradition.

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Catalonia Sacra
cataloniasacra.cat
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Guided by Catalonia Sacra, you can
discover Catalonia’s spiritual heritage
in different routes suggested inside
each bishopric; routes that take you to
the main monasteries and cathedrals
in Catalonia. 1 Barcelona Cathedral,
a splendid work of Catalan Gothic,
has three naves focused around an
imposing choir. A few minutes from
Barcelona is the magnificent group of
the Palaeochristian churches of Sant
Pere de 2 Terrassa (5th-12th century),
a jewel of Romanesque art. Nearby, the
Benedictine Monastery of 3 Montserrat, founded in 1025, is an important

cultural and spiritual centre, home to
the Escolania, the oldest children’s singing school in Europe. To the north is the
Santa María Cathedral in Girona, with
the widest Gothic nave in the world.
In the Empordà are excellent examples of Romanesque architecture,
such as the Santa Maria de Vilabertran
Monastery and the impressive 4 Sant
Pere de Rodes, which overlooks the
Cap de Creus. Inside the province, the
Monastery of Santa María de
5 Ripoll houses the tombs of the
ancient counts of Barcelona and has a
majestic Romanesque façade. To the

Routes in Catalonia | THE SPIRITUAL HERITAGE

Main façade of the Barcelona cathedral.

© Servicios Editoriales Georama
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Some of the most important art collections in Catalonia.
Abadia de Montserrat I +34 938 777
745 I www.museudemontserrat.com
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Episcopal Museum of Vic
Magnificent collection from the Romanesque and Gothic Catalan.
Plaça Bisbe Oliba, 3. Vic,
Barcelona I +34 938 869 360
www.museuepiscopalvic.com
Diocesan Museum of Barcelona
Paintings, sculptures... from the Middle
Ages up to the 20th century.
Avda. de la Catedral, 4. Barcelona I +34
933 152 213 I www.cultura.arqbcn.cat
Museu d’Art de Girona
Medieval and modern art.
Palau Episcopal de Girona. Pujada
de la Catedral, 12. Girona I + 34 972 203
834 I www.museuart.com
Museu de Lleida Diocesà i Comarcal
Collections: archaeological and artistic.
Carrer Sant Crist, 1. Lleida I + 34 973
283 075 I www.museudelleida.cat
Catedral de Santa Maria y monasterio de Sant Pere de Galligants, en Girona. © Imagen M.A.S.

Catalonia Sacra, the spiritual heritage
Catalonia Sacra is an initiative by the bishoprics based in Catalonia, to show
visitors the architectural and artistic heritage linked to the Catholic Church,
and to make your visit easier. A 2000 year old heritage connection religious
culture and the territory.

south, the Cathedral of Sant Pere de
Vic has an impressive Romanesque bell
tower and crypt, and a cloister from the
14th century. The Episcopal Museum
of Vic has one of the most important
collections of Romanesque and Gothic
art in Europe. Nearby, the Monastery of
Santa Maria de 6 l’Estany preserves
the 12th century church and a Romanesque cloister, a jewel of the sacred
sculpture. In the province of Tarragona
is the Cathedral of Santa Tecla de Tarragona, with a Romanesque cloister
and façade, and with notable Renaissance and Baroque interventions;

the 7 Tortosa Cathedral, a Gothic
treasure with the Ebro at its feet, and
the large Cistercian monasteries, such
as the Royal Monastery of Santa Maria
de Poblet —Unesco World Heritage
Site—, 8 Vallbona de les Monges
and the Royal Monastery of Santes
Creus, one of the best conserved
monastic sites. Further up is the Lleida
Cathedral, an elegant Baroque building with murals by Josep Obiols. And
lastly, in the Pyrenees, is the 9 la Seu
d’Urgell Cathedral, which maintains
the 12th century building and Romanesque murals intact.

Diocesan Museum of Solsona
From religious art to thousands of items
from archaeological excavations.
Plaça Palau, 1. Solsona, Lleida I +34
973 482 101 I www.museusolsona.cat
Diocesan Museum of the Seu
One of the main collections of religious art
in Catalonia, particularly of medieval art.
Plaça del Deganat, s/n. La Seu
d’Urgell, Lleida I +34 973 353 242
www.turismeseu.com
Experiences
Basilica Cathedral of Tarragona
Guided tour of the Cathedral.
Pl. Pla de la Seu, s/n. Tarragona I +34
977 226 935 catedraldetarragona.com
Esglèsies de Sant Pere de Terrassa (Seu d’Ègara)
Historic site of three churches.
Pl. del Rector Homs, 1. Terrassa, Barcelona I + 34 93 739 70 72. seudegara.cat
Tortosa Cathedral
Visit to the cathedral and the permanent
exhibition of Santa Maria de Tortosa.
Portal de Palau, 5. Tortosa, Tarragona
+34 977 446 110 I www.tortosaturisme.cat
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Camino
de Santiago
A journey with
lots to offer
On foot, bicycle or horseback,
the Camino de Santiago represents a process of introspection
and the chance to enjoy the
cultural and scenic heritage.
Hikers and monastery of Montserrat at the background. © Daniel Julián

el Port
de la Selva
Figueres,
Vilabertran

l’Estany
Manresa

Vic Girona
Tàrrega
Lleida Cervera
Igualada Montserrat
Barcelona

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Federació d’Entitats Excursionistes
de Catalunya (FEEC)
La Rambla, 41, pral.
Barcelona I + 34 934 120 777
www.feec.cat

A monolith in 1 Port de la Selva marks
the start of the route. In the area you can
visit the Cap de Creus Nature Reserve,
the Sant Pere de Rodes monastery (10th
century) and Vilabertran, founded as
a result of its homonymous monastery
(11th century), and which preserves the
church, a cloister and a Gothic palace.
In Figueres, you must visit the Dalí
Theatre-Museum. And 2 Girona has
a medieval past, which can be seen by
exploring its defensive wall, the Jewish quarter, cathedral, with the widest
gothic nave in Europe, and the Sant Pere
de Galligants monastery. Founded by
the Romans, the city of 3 Vic is based
around a porticoed square and its mon-

uments: a Roman theatre, the Episcopal
Museum and the Moncada Castle.
After visiting the monasteries of
L’Estany and Sant Benet de Bages,
you come to 4 Manresa, site of the
Cave of San Ignacio and with outstanding views over 5 Montserrat, and
must-see destination along the Camino.
It crosses Igualada, flanks the walls of
Cervera and reaches Tàrrega, where
the Jacobean shells dot the buildings
of its historic centre, such as the Palace
of the Marqueses de la Floresta. After
resting in the Castellnou de Seana
pilgrim’s refuge, you reach 6 Lleida
which, according to tradition, was evangelised by the apostle Santiago himself.

Catalonia is accessibility

Route file
www.catalunya.com
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At present, with 21 accessible destinations around the territory, people with
disabilities can enjoy our history and our natural resources. The Camí de Sant
Jaume per a tothom aims to provide information and tools so that people with
reduced mobility or some kind of disability can also access it.

50 km

Experiences
Camí de Sant Jaume
per a tothom
Cultural route of the pilgrimage accessible to all.
www.camidesantjaumeperatothom.cat
Monestir de Montserrat
Guided tour to discover its history and its important artistic heritage.
Monestir de Montserrat. Muntanya de
Montserrat, Barcelona.
+34 938 777 701
www.montserratvisita.com

Sant Pere de Rodes
The most important monastery in the condado
of Empúries during Medieval times.
Camí del Monestir, s/n. El Port
de la Selva, Girona | +34 972 387 559
www.mhcat.cat
La Seu Vella
Known as the Castle of the city, you can see
much of La Plana de Lleida.
Turisme de Lleida. Carrer Major, 31 bis.
Lleida I + 34 973 700 319
www.turismedelleida.cat

Routes in Catalonia | THE SPIRITUAL HERITAGE

Camino
Ignaciano
The footsteps
of San Ignacio
Ignacio de Loyola undertook
a voyage in 1522 that would
change his life. His travel
through Catalan territory was
decisive in his path to spirituality.
San Ignacio’s Cave in Manresa. © Juan José Pascual

Tàrrega,
Verdú

Lleida

Manresa
Alcarràs

Cervera
el Palau Igualada Montserrat
Barcelona
d’Anglesola

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Camino Ignaciano
caminoignaciano.org

The route, which can be done on foot or
by bike, is rich in nature and culture and
exceeds the expectations of pilgrims. The
route enters Catalonia through Fraga,
crosses 1 Alcarràs and reaches 2
Lleida, following the path of the historic
highway of Aragon. The capital of Terra
Firma offers visitors the architectural site
of La Seu Vella and historic buildings
such as El Palau de la Paeria, La Seu
Nova, and the Gothic Santa María Hospital. After crossing 3 Palau d’Anglesola
and visiting the Franciscan convent of
Sant Bartomeu, in Bellpuig, the route
takes a rest in 4 Verdú, considered
one of the oldest towns in Catalonia and
the birthplace of the Jesuit Pere Claver.

On the way to Cervera, a walled city
with a great university tradition, the route
crosses the winding historic centre of
Tàrrega and reaches Igualada, founded
in the year 1100. 5 Montserrat, the
mythical mountain of Catalonia and one
of the most important spiritual centres
in Europe, is not far from there. Set in a
natural park, its monastery contains an
exceptional artistic and religious heritage.
Finally the route reaches 6 Manresa,
which, in addition to having medieval
and Baroque monuments, houses the
cave where San Ignacio lived the spiritual
experience that sparked his methodological book Spiritual Exercises, which is a
universal benchmark in the Jesuit world.

2015-2016: The first Jubilee Year of the Camino Ignaciano
On the 31st of July 2015, the first Jubilee Year of the Camino Ignaciano will
begin. It aims to consolidate the pilgrimage to the monasteries of Loyola and
Manresa, recalling the path that San Ignacio de Loyola took in 1522 which
became very popular among pilgrims in the 17th century.
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Don’t miss it
Museums
Montserrat Museum
Some of the most important art collections in
Catalonia.
Monestir de Montserrat. Montserrat, Barcelona | +34 938 777 701 | montserratvisita.com
Experiences
Cova de Sant Ignasi
Place of pilgrimage and worship. Guided tours.
Camí de la Cova, s/n. Manresa, Barcelona
+34 938 720 422 I www.covamanresa.cat

La Seu Vella
Known as the Castle of the city, you can see
much of La Plana de Lleida.
Turisme de Lleida. Carrer Major, 31, bis. Lleida.
+34 973 700 319 I www.turismedelleida.cat
Manresa Ignasiana
Route that runs through places marked by anecdotes, legends and symbolisms in memory of
San Ignacio de Loyola.
Oficina de Turisme de Manresa. Plaça Major,
10. Manresa, Barcelona I +34 938 784 090
www.manresaturisme.cat
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Glass of wine overlooking the
Penedès vineyards.
© Tina Bagué

Wine tourism, a complete experience
Wine tourism in Catalonia is much more than discovering the
world of its wines. Since Roman times, Catalan history has been
marked by the vineyards and there are various DOs in the area.
We continue along the coast, with the Alella DO wines, on the
Coast Barcelona, and the vineyards between medieval towns and
sea views from the Empordà DO on the Costa Brava. We enter
the Costa Daurada to discover the Penedès and unique Priorat
DOs, and finish up in Terres de Lleida with the Lleida-Costers
del Segre DO. Along the way are modernist wineries, Iberian and
Roman sites, hiking routes, and places that will turn your trip into
an unforgettable memory.
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Oil routes
A walk through
the lands of
gastronomic gold
In Catalonia, oil is a
delicious way to discover
the landscapes, villages and
gastronomy of Spain.
Molí d’Oli de l’Argilés Museum, Arbeca. © Miguel Raurich

DOP Empordà
DOP
Les Garrigues
Barcelona
DOP Terra Alta

DOP Siurana

DOP Baix Ebre-Montsià

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com

To start with, the Les Garrigues PDO
uses the arbequina and verdiell varieties and has over 25 cooperatives, most
of which are Modernist. The region has
towns such as Juneda, whose historic
centre forms part of a group of monuments; Les Borges Blanques, world
capital of oil, and Vinaixa, with its church
of Sant Joan, declared a Historic-Artistic
Monument. The Terra Alta PDO,
combining the empeltre, arbequina and
morruda farga varieties, takes visitors to
Arnes, to enjoy the panoramic scenes
of the Ports Natural Park; Bot, which in
the 18th century had four beam press
mills; La Fatarella, in an area of ravines
of incomparable beauty, and Horta de

Sant Joan, with the Picasso Centre,
the thousand year old Lo Parot olive tree
and l’Ecomuseu dels Ports. To finish, it
is worth noting that the Empordà PDO
uses the traditional pressing in many
molinos. The area includes landscapes
such as the sierra de l’Albera, which
invites you to go from Espolla to the rugged coast of Port Bou; the Rodes mountains, with the Sant Pere de Rodes
monastery, and les Gavarres, with towns
that you just must visit, such as the Bisbal, with a wide range of craftwork; Torrent, a medieval town with the remains of
an old castle, and Vall-llobrega, with the
church of Sant Mateu, dating from the
17th century.

5 PDO’s (Protected Designations of Origin)

Route file
www.catalunya.com

Catalonia has five Protected Designation of Origins. 1 Les Garrigues arose
from the Oli de Borges PDO, which was created in 1975. La 4 Siurana PDO
was born in 1977 and, later came the 2 Terra Alta PDO in 2002; the 5 Baix
Ebre-Montsià, in 2003, and 3 l’Empordà, in 2008.
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50 km

Fiestas
Fira de l’Oli de les Garrigues
A fair dedicated exclusively to oil.
Avinguda Carrasco i Formiguera s/n.
Les Garrigues, Lleida | +34 973 142 805
www.firaoli.cat

Experiences
Ruta de l’Oli del Priorat
A route to visit the eight Priorat PDO oil mills.
Plaça de la Quartera, 1. Falset, Tarragona
+34 977 831 023 | www.turismepriorat.org

Festa de l’Oli de la Fatarella
(DOP Terra Alta)
Every year, at the beginning of December, oil
fiesta in this Tarragona town.
Plaça Major, 7. La Fatarella, Tarragona
+34 977 41 36 09 | www.lafatarella.cat

Museums
Parc temàtic de l’Oli
An fine example of everything to do with oil.
Ctra. N-240, km 71 (Masia Salat). Les
Borges Blanques, Lleida | +34 973 143 274
www.masiasalat.com

ROutes in CATALONIa | WINE TOURISM, A FULL EXPERIENCE

El Priorat
A landscape dotted
with vineyards
The technique of the Carthusian monks, along with a land
dominated by slate, resulted in
the el Priorat wines, a unique
flavour and an unbeatable
quality that earned the DOQ.
Bodegas Mas Alta, view of the bodega from the vineyards. © Marc Castellet

Barcelona
DO Priorat

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Consell Comarcal del Priorat
Plaça de la Quartera, 1.
Falset, Tarragona
+34 977 831 023
www.turismepriorat.org

Each town from the Priorat DO, with
the 102 wineries to visit and their wine,
cultural attractions and outdoor activities, is a good way to explore a region
that began to forge in the 12th century,
when the Carthusian monks arrived
from Provence, bringing with them the
techniques to develop a wine production that has evolved over the centuries.
The route begins in 1 la Cartoixa
d’Escaladei, from where vineyards
spread throughout the area, settling in
the hills of llicorella, a type of slate responsible for the intensity of the Prioritat wines. You can continue through la
Morera de Montsant, located at the
foot of the Montsant, and from where

several routes for hiking enthusiasts
begin; 2 la Vilella Baixa, with its typical houses set on the Escaldei gorge;
3 Gratallops, whose main street is
Casa dels Frares, with a Renaissance
doorway and stone arch; Torroja del
Priorat, where you can listen to the
Baroque organ of the church of Sant
Miquel, and carry on to 4 Porrera,
with its sun dial route, mainly from
the 19th century, to finish up heading
towards 5 Bellmunt to visit its mines.
Not forgetting 6 Siurana, another
of the historic sites, located on the
homonymous reservoir, which has resulted in legends of Romans, Christians
and Moorish queens.

A region dominated by the priors
La Cartoixa d’Escaladei, dating back to the 12th century and now reconstructed, was the first monastery on the peninsula and gave name to this region,
developed under the rule of the priors. In addition to its architectural value, it
is also famous for the paintings hung there.
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Accommodation
Hostal Sport
Packed with history, it’s considered one of the
most emblematic in the El Priorat region.
Miquel Barceló, 4-6. Falset, Tarragona
+34 977 830 078 | www.hostalsport.com

Museums
Castell del Vi
A look at the culture of the Priorat wine in the old
castle of the Condes de Prades de Falset.
Bonaventura Pascó, s/n. Falset, Tarragona
+34 977 830 434 | www.turismepriorat.org

Fiestas
Fira del Vi de Falset
With the Priorat and Montsant DO wineries.
Miquel Barceló, s/n. Falset, Tarragona
www.firadelvi.org

Experiences
Priorat, Wine toursim experiences
Association of hotel and restaurant owners and
cultural enthusiasts with Priorat wine activities.
www.prioratenoturisme.com
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L’Empordà
A sea of wines
between the coast
and the Pyrenees
Thanks to a wine-producing
tradition that dates back more
than 2000 years and to its
location, l’Empordà is a unique
tourist destination.
Finca Garbet with vineyards next to the coast and Garbet beach; in the background, Llançà and el Cap de Creus. © Marc Castellet

DOP Empordà

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Ruta del Vi DO Empordà
www.rutadelvidoemporda.org
The Dalí triangle
www.salvador-dali.org

The vineyards in Empordà have given rise
to several routes for lovers of vineyards,
nature and landscapes. Marked by the
north wind, it is a land of beautiful landscapes, charming coves and beaches,
and Megalithic monuments, Greek and
Roman remains, Romanesque art, medieval villages and the surrealism of Salvador Dalí. Therefore, visiting the wineries
of this DO, comprising 48 municipalities,
also means discovering the magnificent
1 Serra de l’Albera mountains,
the 2 Cap de Creus Natural Park,
eroded and sculpted by the wind; 3 the
Aiguamolls de l’Empordà Natural
Park, with its routes and its ornithological richness; the history of monestir

Sant Pere de Rodes, where it seems
that a wine-making monk called Ramón
Pere de Noves perfected the art; the
Greek and Roman ruins of 4 Empúries,
which, centuries later, gave the name
to the region, and medieval, charming
towns such as 5 Peratallada, Monells
and Pals. And all while enjoying a range
of wines that allow us to visit their wineries and vineyards, and learn the secrets
of these wines, produced using the traditional varieties of cariñena or samsó and
garnacha grapes for the reds —which
are today mixed with other varieties such
as tempranillo, merlot and syrah, for
example–, and garnacha, red and white,
and macabeo, for the whites.

The Dalí triangle
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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The Dalí de Figueres Theatre Museum, el Castell de Púbol —where he lived
together with Gala— and his Portlligat house, in Cadaqués, make up what’s
known as the Dalí triangle. Together with fishing villages, like Cadaqués and
Calella de Palafrugell, these are some of the main attractions in El Empordà.

12 km

Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina de l’Empordanet
Association on restaurants in central Costa
Brava with the aim of promoting the local
gastronomy.
Ctra. Palamós, km 328. Vall-llobrega, Girona
+34 972 600 069 I www.cuinadelempordanet.net
Cuina del Vent
Group of Alt Empordà restaurants
Pol. Empordà Internacional, s/n.
Vilamalla, Girona | +34 972 525 556
www.empordahostaleria.com

Fiestas
Mostra de Vi de l’Empordà
Annual wine festival held in Figueras every
September.
www.mostradelviemporda.cat
Experiences
Espai del Peix
This area provides knowledge, sustainability and
gastronomy of sea produce.
Port de Palamós. Moll Pesquer, s/n. Palamós,
Girona | +34 972 600 424 | www.espaidelpeix.org

ROutes in CATALONIa | WINE TOURISM, A FULL EXPERIENCE

Penedès
The land of wine
30 minutes from Barcelona
and 15 minutes from the magnificent beaches of Sitges, the
Penedès DO is the perfect
combination of wine tourism,
history, culture, hiking and art.
Caves Jané Santacana, vineyards with the cava in the background. © Marc Castellet

Barcelona
DO Penedès

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Penedès Enoturisme
Consorci de Promoció Turística
de l’Alt Penedès.
Carrer Hermenegild Clascar, 1-3.
Vilafranca del Penedès, Barcelona
+ 34 93 817 01 60
www.enoturismepenedes.cat
Museu de les Cultures
del Vi de Catalunya
www.vinseum.cat.

It is a DO that covers three areas:
Maritime Penedès (Baix Penedès and
Garraf), Upper Penedès (Alt Penedès,
Alt Camp, Anoia and Baix Llobregat)
and Central Penedès. The location
has a privileged climate and perfect
conditions for wine-producing.
Among the varieties of grape found
here are garnacha, syrah, monastrell,
merlot, pinot noir and cabernet for the
reds, and xarel·lo, macabeu, parellada,
chardonnay and riesling for whites.
The region offers the possibility of
combining wine experience, tastings
and wine workshops, staying in the
actual wineries and discovering their
history through the museums, castles

—in 1 Gelida, 2 Mediona or
3 Olèrdola– and the Iberian sites,
such as 4 Calafell and 3 Olèrdola.
Meanwhile, 5 Sant Sadurní d’Anoia
is an example of the impact of Modernism on the countryside. Bodegas, such
as Las Cavas Codorníu, were built in
this style, in a district that has been
committed to winemaking since the
18th century.
In 6 Vilafranca del Penedès, also
dotted with beautiful Modernist buildings by Santiago Güell, you can visit the
Santa María Basilica, a Gothic building,
built on an old Romanesque chapel
with a bell tower used as a mirador
viewpoint over the whole region.

Vilafranca, at the forefront of wine production
In Vilafranca del Penedès, one of the capitals of the traditional Castells, declared an Intangible Heritage designation by Unesco in 2010, you can visit the
Museu de les Cultures del Vi (Wine Culture Museum), the first of its kind in the
State, and in Sant Sadurní d’Anoia, the Cava Interpretation Centre.
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Museums
Centre d’Interpretació del Cava Fassina
A journey through the history of cava.
Hospital, 23. Sant Sadurní d’Anoia, Barcelona
+34 938 913 188 I www.turismesantsadurni.com

Experiences
Cavatast
Annual cava and gastronomy display held in the
first week of October.
Rambla de Sant Sadurní d’Anoia, Barcelona
www.cavatast.cat

Gastronomy and accommodation
Cal Saldoni
They define their cuisine as “grandmother’s
cooking with a modern twist”.
Carrer de Ponent, 4. Sant Pau d’Ordal, Barcelona I +34 938 993 147 I www.calsaldoni.com

ViJazz
This festival is held during the first weekend in
July and you can try the best Penedès wines
and cavas and listen to jazz musicians.
Vilafranca del Penedès, Tarragona
www.vijazzpenedes.com
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Costers
del Segre
A land and wines
with character
The Lleida-Costers del Segre
DO is a journey through gastronomy, history, culture and
the landscapes of Lleida
through its wines.
Vall de Baldomar, tasting room with barrels. © Marc Castellet

dates back to 1780. Highlights include
the shrine and other buildings belonging
to the winery, which has six adjoining
naves, one with an outstanding Catalan vault. Nearby, in 4 Balaguer, the
Gothic church of Santa María, from the
14th century, stands as a symbol of the
city over the Segre River. To the north,
5 Tremp, one of the stops of the Tren
dels Llacs train, is the starting point
for outings and outdoor sports. And
heading south, in les Garrigues, is
the amazing 6 Vilosell, a village that
was walled centuries ago, very well
conserved, and set on a hill, at the foot
of Prades mountains, dominating the
landscape of the region.

Associació de la Ruta del Vi
de Lleida
Carrer Major, 31. Lleida
+34 902 250 050
www.rutadelvidelleida.com

This DO, with 140 bodegas, includes
the regions of Pallars Jussà, el Segrià,
el Urgell, las Garrigues, la Noguera and
la Segarra, which hide treasures such
as the les Garrigues olive oil and the
Císter Route, which turns the wine
experience into an exceptional journey.
You can leave from 1 Lleida, where
the train passes through, and visit its
Cathedral and the old quarter, declared
of Cultural Interest. Next, it’s worth
visiting 2 Raimat, home to the eponymous winery, with a modernist style and
the largest of the DO. Within the estate
you can visit the castle of Raimat. In
the village of 3 Penelles, la Noguera,
is the Castell del Remei castle, which

Vins d’alçada
Ctra. de Tremp a Santa Engràcia,
km 5. Talarn, Lleida.
+34 973 252 974
www.castelldencus.com

Vins d’Alçada, viticulture without vertigo

DO Costers
del Segre

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com

El Pallars is recovering its wine-producing tradition from the 19th century
thanks to the Vins d’alçada, grown in high areas to reduce the effects of climate change. This is the case of the Castell d’Encús winery, which cultivates
its vineyards at 1,000 metres above sea level.
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Penelles

Gastronomy and accommodation
Noguera Cuina
Group of restaurant owners from the region.
Carrer Major 4. Foradada, Lleida I +34 973 400
709 www.restaurantlasolanadeforadada.com

Montblanc

Fiestas
Fira de l’Oli de les Garrigues
Visitors can discover, taste and buy marvellous
oils from the DO.
Recinto ferial de les Garrigues I +34 973 142
805 I www.firaoli.cat

Museums
Museu de la Vinya i del Vi de Muntanya
Antic Cortal de cal Teixidoret. Pont de Bar,
Lleida I +34 973 384 044 I www.lleidatur.com
Experiences
Festa del Vi de Lleida
Coinciding with the grape harvest, this exhibition
includes Costers del Segre DO wineries.
Associació de la Ruta del Vi de Lleida.
Carrer Major, 31. Lleida I +34 902 250 050
www.rutadelvidelleida.com
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Alella
Between sea
and mountains
The landscape of its vineyards
and its proximity to Barcelona
allows for a break, unforgettable
due to the richness of its wines
and the contrast between the
mountains and the beaches.
Torre del Governador, old Escoles Pies building, in Alella. © Jordi Bastart

DO Alella
Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Consorci DO Alella
Plaça de l’Ajuntament, 1.
Alella, Barcelona
+34 935 556 353
www.doalella.cat

Right beside the Ciudad Condal and
very close to the Barcelona-Catalunya
Circuit, the Alella DO is ideally situated.
It comprises two regions, Maresme,
next to the sea, and Vallès Oriental,
beyond the Coastal Serra. Its wines
were known in Roman times and Pliny
and Marcial already mentioned them as
Laietani wines. The DNA of Alella are the
white wines, produced using the xarel·lo,
garnacha blanca and picapoll varieties,
not forgetting its good red wines, from
the ull de llebre (tempranillo) variety. The
18 municipalities that make up this DO
have countless activities, and its 96 wine
makers with their 8 bodegas allow you
to live the wine experience, together with

walks through the Parc de la Serralada
Litoral, bicycle routes, cultural visits and
watersports. In 1 Alella, for example,
you can visit the bodega Alella Vinícola, a modernist construction by Jeroni
Martorell, and see the impressive building
of the Escuelas Pías, which closed its
doors in 2000 and which belonged to the
Governor or Catalonia, Enric de Cardona,
in the 16th century. Meanwhile, in 2 El
Masnou, you simply have to visit Casa
Benèfica, a modernist work by Gaietà
Buïgas, and in 3 Vilassar de Dalt you
can’t miss a trip to its castle. Finally, in
4 Tiana, you can take trips to the forests
of La Conreria or go to the 5 Cartoixa
de Montalegre, monastery from 1415.

Teià, birthplace of Laietani wines
In the town of Teià, less than 20 kilometres from Barcelona, you can visit the
Vinaria Cella Vallmora Archaeological Park, where they explain the winegrowing experience in the area during Roman times, between the 1st century
BC and 5th A.D.
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DON’T MISS IT
Experiences
Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya
Also known as Montmeló Circuit.
Camí Mas Moreneta. Montmeló, Barcelona |
+34 935 71 97 00 | www.circuitcat.com
Gastronomy and accommodation
Restaurant Sant Pau
Restaurant of prestigious chef Carme Ruscalleda with three Michelin stars.
Carrer Nou, 10. Sant Pol de Mar, Barcelona
+34 937 600 662 I www.ruscalleda.com

Museums
Parc Arqueològic Cella Vinaria
Guided tour with wine tasting in this wonderful
Roman winery.
Carrer Ernest Lluch, 41. Teià, Barcelona I 34+
935 559 977 I www.alella.cat
Fiestas
Festa de la Verema d’Alella
Second weekend of September. Exhibition of
wines, winery visits, wine tasting courses, etc.
www.alella.cat
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Golfet Cove, in Calella de
Palafrugell, Costa Brava.
© Kim Castells

Experience the landscapes
Catalonia is a land of contrasts: idyllic beaches, arid fields, impressive mountains, winding forests… and all in an area that is
within reach. Therefore, it is not difficult to find routes that join the
beaches of the Costa Brava with the most impressive mountains
in the Pyrenees, and paths that run between medieval villages
and spectacular scenery. Whether by bicycle or on foot, the network of routes and signposted paths include many places full
of history, culture, gastronomy, architecture… Crossing
Catalonia step-by-step is more than just looking at the scenery.
It’s living it.
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Hiker at l’Estany de Sant Maurici, with the Els Encantats in the background. © Lluís Carro

Alt Pirineu
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MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Pirineus
www.visitpirineus.com
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Nature Reserves
Beauty and biodiversity
In Catalonia, nature lovers will find 18 protected areas, wild countrysides and landscapes marked by centuries of agriculture, livestock and forestation. From the top of the mountains to the inland
regions, from the sea, the nature reserves are criss-crossed by
tracks that enter their most secret corners.

The 1 Alt Pirineu Nature Reserve,
near the 2 Aigüestortes National
Park is the largest in Catalonia, a
high-mountain landscape sculpted by
humans and by the brown bear. To the
east is the 3 Cadí-Moixeró Park,
formed by two mountain ranges joined
by the Tancalaporta, a mountainous
barrier of outstanding beauty.
The 4 Serra de l’Albera has a rich
Romanesque heritage, which is highlighted in the Benedictine monastery of
Sant Quirze de Colera. The wildest cliffs
can be seen in the 5 Cap de Creus,
lashed by strong cold wind from the

north, or Tramuntana. The massif of the
6 Pedraforca is a symbol of Catalan
hiking, with huge biodiversity and unusual geological formations.
The volcanic area of 7 La Garrotxa
is the best example of the volcanic
landscape on the Iberian Peninsula.
Bird lovers have three bird watching
areas to watch birds from during
their travels between Europe and
Africa: 8 Aiguamolls de l’Empordà,
the 9 Delta del Llobregat and the
0 Delta de l’Ebre. On the coast, the
sea opens up to the { Montgrí Nature Reserve, Illes Medes i Baix Ter,

Routes in Catalonia | EXPERIENCE THE LANDSCAPES

Ratera Waterfall in the Aigüestortes i Estany de Sant Maurici
Natural Park. © Lluís Carro
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina Volcànica
With products from La Garrotxa.
Av. Onze de Setembre, 22, 2ª Planta.
Olot, Girona | +34 972 274 900
cuinavolcanica.cat
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Cuina de l’Empordanet
Group of restaurants from the area.
Carretera de Palamós, km 328. Vallllobrega, Girona I +34 972 600 069
www.cuinadelempordanet.net
Hotel Vall Ferrera
Gastronomic hotel in the Pyrenees.
Carrer Martí, 1. Àreu, Lleida I +34 973
624 343 I www.hotelvallferrera.com
Hotel Algadir del Delta
In the heart of the Ebro Delta, surrounded by peace and quiet.
Rda. dels Pins, 27-29. Poble Nou
del Delta, Tarragona I +34 977 744 559
www.hotelalgadirdelta.com
Cuina Pirinenca de la Cerdanya
Cuisine with products from la Cerdanya.
Crossroads between the N-152 and
the N-260. Puigcerdà, Girona I +34 972
141 100 I cuinapirinenca.wordpress.com

Flamingos at the Delta de l’Ebre Nature Park. © Ferran Aguilar

Fiestas
Fira de l’Oli de les Terres de l’Ebre
In February or March.
Jesús, Tarragona I www.jesus.cat

Biosphere Reserves
The Montseny massif, with an extraordinarily rich vegetation and fauna, was
declared a Natural Park and World Biosphere Reserve by Unesco in 1978. And
35 years later, another area with great diversity, both inland and on the coast,
Terres de l’Ebre, would become the second Biosphere Reserve in Catalonia.

with seabeds appreciated by divers
from all over the world.
The heart of the country beats in
the } Montserrat mountain, a rock
formation that is unique in the world.
q Poblet is known for its Cistercian
Monastery, Santa María de Poblet,
and for being the only stronghold of
the Roure Reboll or Melojo (Pyrenean
Quercus) in Catalonia.
The w Montseny, a Unesco
biosphere reserve —as is the Terres
de l’Ebre— forms part of a mosaic
of landscapes that has inspired, and
continues to inspire, artists, intellectuals

and scientists. To the south is the
e Sant Llorenç de Munt i l’Obac
park, crags and monoliths of reddish
rock formations that contrast with green
pine and holm oak forests.
The r Collserola Park is the
closest to Barcelona, and has 8,000
hectares of forests and meadows.
The countryside of the t Serra del
Montsant has signs of centuries of
human activity and a biodiversity with
crags and ravines. Between Catalonia,
País Valencià and Aragon, the y Ports
Natural Park is an inhospitable area
where the Spanish ibex reigns.

Fira Formatgera de la Vall de Ribes
In April. To taste different cheeses.
Ribes de Freser, Girona
www.vallderibes.cat
Museums
Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu
The natural reality of the Pallars region.
Carrer del Camp, 22-24. Esterri
d’Àneu, Lleida I +34 973 62 64 36
www.ecomuseu.com
Museu de les Trementinaires
Women who are experts in herbs and
remedies.
Pl. Serra del Cadí, 1. Tuixent, Lleida
+34 973 37 00 30 www.trementinaires.org
Museu dels Volcans
Science section of the Garrotxa Museum, with indoor and outdoor spaces.
Parc Nou. Torre Castanys. Av. de
Santa Coloma, 43. Olot, Girona I +34
972 26 67 62 I www.olotcultura.cat
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Aigüestortes
i Estany de
Sant Maurici
An alpine landscape
in the Pyrenees
A variety of routes
running through beautiful
landscapes.
Hikers on one the walkways in the Parc Nacional d’Aigüestortes i Estany de Sant Maurici. © Lluís Carro

PN d’Aigüestortes i
Estany de Sant Maurici

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Federació d’Entitats Excursionistes
de Catalunya
La Rambla, 41. Barcelona
+34 934 120 777
www.feec.cat

Located in the Lerida Pyrenees, the
Parc Nacional d’Aigüestortes i Estany
de Sant Maurici covers over 40.000
hectares distributed between four regions: Alta Ribagorça, Pallars
Sobirà, Pallars Jussà and Val
d’Aran. Valleys surrounded by over
3000 metres of mountains characterise
this enclave which has two main entrances: 1 Boí, in l’Alta Ribagorça, and
2 Espot, in Pallars Sobirà.
There are many different routes. One
of the most highly recommended to
start learning about the park is a visit
to 3 the Mirador de Sant Maurici,
a route where you can admire the 4
Estany de Ratera —one of the more

than 200 lakes— and see a landscape
of fir trees and black pine, dotted with
waterfalls, home to animals such as
the isard, marmot and the scavenger
vulture, a fauna similar to the Alps.
A longer route is the Carros de foc,
a popular route amongst mountaineers
that offers a full circular route to the
nine refuges in the park, which are at
altitudes of between 1900 and 2400
metres. To explore the area starting off
from a considerable height, you can
take the cable car that, from the Sallente reservoir, takes 15 minutes to
climb to the 5 Estany Gento, located
at over 2000 metres.

An accessible park for everyone
To make the park accessible for the disabled, a special programme was setup
that has eliminated the physical barriers of the terrain by building wooden
walkways for wheelchair use. Likewise, several routes have been signposted
that have been adapted for blind people.

DON’T MISS IT
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Experiences
Aigüestortes info
All the information you need on the Park and its
activities.
Carrer de les Graieres 2, Boi. Vall de Boi. Lleida | +34 973 696 189 | parcsnaturals.gencat.cat

Skipallars
Skiing, organised trips, Jeep trips and other
activities in the Park and surrounding areas.
Pla de Berradé, s/n. Espot, Lleida | +34 973
621 199 | www.skipallars.cat

Carros de foc
Everything you need to know about the popular
route of the nine refuges.
Avinguda Pas d’Arro, 40, baixos.
Vielha e Mijaran. Lleida | +34 973 640 698
www.carrosdefoc.com

Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel Condes del Pallars
With heated and outdoor swimming-pools.
Avinguda Flora Cadena. Rialp, Lleida
+34 973 620 626
www.hotelcondesdelpallars.com
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Cistercian
Route
Culture and hiking
This route combines the
chance to see the rich cultural
and historic heritage of this
inland area and enjoying walks
in natural surroundings.
Santes Creus monastery. © Miguel Raurich

Barcelona
Montblanc

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Cistercian Route
Carrer de Sant Josep, 18.
Montblanc, Tarragona
+34 977 861 232
www.larutadelcister.info

The three monasteries of the Cistercian Order in the area have leant their
name to a tourist attraction which
shows you natural and cultural riches
of the Tarragona regions of Alt Camp,
Conca de Barberà and the Lleida de
l’Urgell. This route coincides with the
GR175, a 105 kilometres path, suitable
for cyclists, duly signposted and with
infrastructures that make the walk more
comfortable. In the region of Alt Camp,
as well as visiting 1 the Santes Creus
monastery, you can also go up to the
Roman columbarium of Vila-rodona
or the Museu de Valls, the second
largest museum of Catalan contemporary art. Continuing west, the Conca de

Barberà offers a wide variety of landscapes, where there is no shortage of
vineyards and the mountainous area of
the Muntanyes de Prades. This region
houses 2 the Santa Maria de Poblet
monastery, where you can
listen to the monks chanting their
evening prayer.
In l’Alt Urgell, more further inland,
is the 3 Vallbona de les Monges
monastery, one of the main attractions in the region, where you can also
visit the Romanesque Santa María
d’Agramunt church and el Palau
dels Marquesos de la Floresta de
Tàrrega Palace.

Poblet, World Heritage
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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The Santes Creus monastery, founded in 1168, has been uninhabited since
1835. The monastic life continues in the Santa Maria de Poblet monastery,
which, in 1991, was declared World Heritage by Unesco, as well as the Vallbona de les Monges monastery, the only female monastery along the route.
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Valls

1
AP-2

Experiences
Visit Montblanc town walls
Oficina Municipal de Turisme
de Montblanc. Muralla de Sant Francesc, 0.
Montblanc, Tarragona | +34 977 861 733
www.montblancmedieval.cat

Fiestas
Montblanc medieval week
Markets, tournaments, etc.
Montblanc Town Council. Antiga Església de
Sant Francesc s/n. Montblanc, Tarragona | +34
977 861 733 | www.montblancmedieval.cat

Gastronomy
Cal Ganxo
To taste calçot with DO from Valls.
Carrer de l’Església, 13. Masmolets, Tarragona. | +34 977 605 960 | www.calganxo.com

Museums
Museu de Valls Museum
Important centre of Catalan contemporary art.
Passeig dels Caputxins, 18. Valls, Tarragona
| +34 977 606 654 | www.valls.cat
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Parc Natural del Cap de Creus. © Itinerànnia

Camins de ronda
Costa Brava
Costa Barcelona
Barcelona

A walk along the coast

Costa Daurada
Terres de l’Ebre

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Federació d’Entitats Excursionistes
de Catalunya
La Rambla, 41. Barcelona
+34 934 120 777
www.feec.cat
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You can stroll close to the Mediterranean sea, feeling immersed
in a wooded landscape, along a large part of the Catalan coast
thanks to the caminos de ronda paths. Girona is the province
that contains the most rural kilometres of these trails, which
ease out towards the Barcelona and Tarragona coastline.

Further north, the GR92 camino de
ronda begins in the municipality of
1 Portbou, on the Costa Brava, and
goes to El Port de la Selva, in a walk
where you can admire cliffs and rocky
coves of great beauty as you walk close
by the pine forests of the Parc Natural
del Cap de Creus. Following this route
to the south, which owes its name to its
former use as a lookout point to spot
pirates, you will reach the Bahía de
Cadaqués and the 2 gulf of Roses,
where you can catch the first glimpses
of the Illes Medes, located opposite
the l’Estartit, as well as views of the

3 Montgrí massif. Before reaching
L’Escala, you can turn off inland and
visit the ruins of the Greek colony of
Empúries.
Back along the coast, in 4 Tamariu, begins a section of the path which,
passing through Llafranc, leads to Calella de Palafrugell. Leaving this last village
is another path that offers spectacular
landscapes while you descend through
Palamós, Sant Antoni de Calonge and
Platja d’Aro, before reaching S’Agaró.
From Sant Feliu de Guíxols, you can
access another stretch which leads to
the more southern towns of the Costa

ROutes in CATALONIa | EXPERIENCE THE LANDSCAPES

Cycling route through Lloret de Mar. © D.Julia.
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Gastronomy and accommodation
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Located on a cliff at 175 m above sea
level, the hotel has spectacular views of
the Costa Brava.
Muntanya de Sant Sebastià. Llafranc-Palafrugell, Girona | +34 972 301
639 | www.elfar.net
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Sant Pere del Bosc Hotel & Spa
The hotel offers more than fifty different
treatments and Ayurvedic services. It’s
the ideal place to relax.
Paratge de Sant Pere del Bosc, s/n.
Lloret de Mar, Girona | +34 972 361 636
www.santperedelboschotel.com
Cuina del vent
Establishments of l’Alt Empordà.
Pol. Empordà Internacional, s/n.
Vila- malla, Girona | +34 972 525 556
www. altempordahostaleria.com
Cuina de l’Empordanet
Cooking group that promotes gastronomic quality in the area.
Ctra. Palamós, km 328. Vall-llobrega,
Girona | +34 972 600 069 | www.cuinadelempordanet.net
Cyclists on the walkways in the Parc Natural del Delte de l’Ebre. © Lluís Carro

A diverse landscape
Exploring the camino de ronda is an excellent opportunity to admire the
diverse landscapes of the Catalan coast. Whilst the Costa Brava is characterised by its spectacular cliffs and vegetation, which alternates between bushes
and trees, the south has stunning plains with a basically bush flora.

Brava, first to 5 Tossa de Mar and,
later, to Lloret de Mar and Blanes.
Now in territory belonging to Costa
Barcelona, there are several kilometres
in the Maresme district, such as those
that separate the towns of Calella and
Sant Pol de Mar. Further south, in the
Garraf region, there are more sections.
The one that takes you to Sitges and
Vilanova i la Geltrú is also a rocky terrain
but with different vegetation to that on
the Costa Brava. Continuing south,
you will reach the province of Tarragona, which has beautiful sections
of the camino de ronda on the Costa

Daurada, such as the one that goes
from the city of Tarragona to Altafulla,
or those that run through the Terres de
l’Ebre, the area closest to the province
of Castellón. Following the coast you
can go from l’Ametlla de Mar to les
Cases d’Alcanar, passing through the
Parc Natural del Delta de l’Ebre, the
largest water habitat in Catalonia with a
rich diversity of enviroments which alternates between rice fields, salt marshes
and dune beaches.

Cuina La Ràpita – Delta de l’Ebre
Group responsible for promoting quality
gastronomy in the area.
Plaça de Carles III, 13. Sant Carles de
la Ràpita, Tarragona | +34 977 740 100
www.cuinalarapita.com
L’Algadir del Delta Hotel
This is the first hotel in Catalonia to
obtain the European eco-label.
Ronda dels Pins, 27-29. Poblenou del
Delta, Amposta, Tarragona | +34 977 744
559 | www.hotelalgadirdelta.com
Cèsar Hotel
An old Spanish-American style house
where you can try the xatonada de
Vilanova i la Geltrú in La Fitorra.
Carrer Isaac Peral, 4. Vilanova i la
Geltrú, Barcelona | +34 938 151 125
www.hotelcesar.net
Museums
Catalonia Museum of Archaeology
– Empúries
The only site which displays the remains
of a Greek city (Emporion) and a Roman
city (Emporiae) in the same place.
Carrer Puig i Cadafalch s/n. Empúries-L’Escala, Girona | +34 972 770
208www.mac.cat
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Camí dels
Bons Homes
In the footsteps
of the Cathari
This route immerses
the hiker in medieval history
whilst admiring a landscape
of stunning beauty.
View of Pedraforca © Felipe J. Alcoceba

Serra del Cadí

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Consell Regulador del Camí dels
Bons Homes
Carrer Pujada a Palau, 7.
Bagà, Barcelona
+34 938 221 500
www.camidelsbonshomes.com

Excommunicated in the 12th century,
the Cathari, who defended a Christianism based on spirituality and were
known as bons homes (good men) were
forced to exile from the south of France.
One of the routes they would have taken
started at the Montsegur Castle, in
French land, and reached the 1 the
Santuari de Queralt, in Catalonia. Today, this route is known as the GR 107
path, which can be done on foot, bike
or horseback. Those who wish can also
visit several of the tourist attractions
along the route by car.
Leaving from the Santuari de Queralt,
which is 1,200 metres above sea level
and has impressive views, the route

enters the pre-Pyrenees through the
2 Rasos de Peguera. Before beginning the ascent to the Serra del Cadí,
you can visit the medieval town of
3 Gósol, at the foot of the Pedraforca. After the mountain passes of
La Balma and De La Bena, begins
the descent to the historic town Bagà.
Another mountain pass, Pendís, gives
way to the La Cerdanya region, with the
welcoming town of Bellver de Cerdanya. From 4 Prullans, the path climbs
to 5 la Portella Blanca, the border,
where the path continues into Andorran
and French territory to 6 Montsegur.

The Pedraforca, the jewel of Cadí-Moixeró
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Cerdanya

2

DON’T MISS IT
Experiences
The Càtars Medieval Centre. The
Catarisme Interpretation Centre
Permanent exhibition about the Cathari.
Pujada de Palau, 7. Bagà. Barcelona | +34
938 244 862 | www.turismebaga.cat

Cuina Pirinenca
de la Cerdanya
Cooking group in La Cerdanya comprising
almost 20 establishments that promote gastronomic quality.
cuinapirinenca.wordpress.com

Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel Ca l’Amagat
Gastronomic hotel in the area.
Carrer Clota, 4 | Bagà, Barcelona | +34 938
244 032 | www.hotelcalamagat.com

Club dels sabors
del Berguedà
Association of food producers and restaurants
that promote cooking and local products of
Berguedà.
www.clubsabors.cat

Túnel del Cadí

Gréixer
Gisclareny
Bagà
Gósol
Saldes
l’Espà
Peguera

12 km Queralt

When you do the Camí dels Bons Homes, you can see the stunning beauty of
the Parc Natural del Cadí-Moixeró, where the Pedraforca is located, one of the
most climbed mountains in Catalonia, which is characterised by its impressive
form, as its two peaks are separated by a large hill.

1
Berga
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Pyrenees
path
From the mountains
to the sea
This long-distance hiking trail,
GR 11, starts in the Basque
Country winds through Catalonia, crossing through the Pyrenees until the Cap de Creus.
The GR 11 runs alongside the Boí Valley. © José Luis Rodríguez
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MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Pirineus
www.visitpirineus.com

The route enters Catalonia over the
1 Salenques bridge, crossing the rugged and mountainous landscapes of the
Aigüestortes and 2 Alt Pirineu nature reserves —almost 70,000 hectares,
the largest in Catalonia—. 30 kms of
the route runs through Andorra, to
return to Catalan territory through
3 la Cerdanya, the largest valley in the
Pyrenees. It continues through the countryside and towns of L’Albera, 4 l’Alta
Garrotxa and the sources of the Ter
and Freser rivers, until reaching the sea
via the 5 Cap de Creus Natural Park.
Along the route are places of great architectural and cultural importance, such as
the Núria sanctuary and the Sant Pere

de Rodes monastery. You can also see
spectacular natural scenes, such as the
cirque lakes of Colomèrs, mountains
and meadows dotted with dozens of
alpine lakes or the highest summits in
Spain: the Puigmal, at 2,910 m, and the
Pica d’Estats, at 3,143 m, being the
highest point in Catalonia. The best time
to do the route is in spring or summer,
as there tends to be a lot of snow during
the coldest months. Some high sections
in the mountain require experience and
preparation. The route has many hills,
forests and water. There are refuges
along the route and detours that go to
areas such as the GR 11-20, that passes
through la Vall de Boí.

Large natural areas
The GR 11 crosses through valuable nature areas, including the Aigüestortes i
Estany de Sant Maurici National Park, the Alt Pirineu Natural Park, places of interest such as the Serra de l’Albera, l’Alta Garrotxa, La Tossa Plana de Lles and the
sources of the Ter and Freser rivers and the Cap de Creus Natural Park.
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Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Museums
Ecomuseu dels pastors de la Vall d’Àssua
Life and customs of the Shepherds from yesteryear.
Antigues escoles de Llessui, s/n. Llesuí,
Lleida I +34 973 621 798 I www.llessui.com

Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina Pirinenca de la Cerdanya
Cooking group in La Cerdanya comprising
almost 20 establishments that promote gastronomic quality.
cuinapirinenca.wordpress.com

Ecomuseu de les Valls d’Àneu
A tour through the turn of the century Pallars,
and its natural and cultural reality.
Carrer del Camp, 22-24. Esterri d’Àneu,
Lleida I +34 973 626 436
www.ecomuseu.com

Cuina Volcànica
Cooking from the region based on traditional,
creative and daring recipes, which will increase
the culinary curiosity of the area.
Av. Onze de Setembre, 22, 2ª Planta. Olot,
Girona | +34 972 274 900 | cuinavolcanica.cat
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Estels
del Sud
A visit to the wild
A circular route through the
massif of Ports de TortosaBeseit, a rugged setting with
beautiful scenery, culture and
nature activities.
Toll del Vidre in Els Ports de Tortosa-Beseit Natural Park. © Miguel Raurich

Barcelona

Paüls

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Estels del Sud
Carrer Lluís Companys, 65.
Arnes, Tarragona
+34 619 931 278
www.estelsdelsud.com

The route of the Estels del Sur comprises five stages which you can begin
and finish from wherever you wish, and
you can go in either direction.
One option is to start from the town
of 1 Paüls, from where you can
reach the beautiful ruins of the Mas
de les Crevetes de Lloà. In the area
of Liberós, visitors can take a swim before following the river path, which leads
to 2 Arnes, where, the following day,
they can continue towards 3 Beseit.
This section has idyllic meadows
housing the ruins of the Mars de Les
Valls and the summit of the Penyagalera, a magnificent vantage point.
The third day starts in Beseit and ends

in 4 the Font Ferrera Refuge. This
section, which has two different difficulties, is full of majestic walls reaching up
to one hundred metres, slender spires,
impressive gorges and monumental
yew trees. The fourth is a journey to
the 5 Nuevo Refugio Caro through
beautiful pine forests and the impressive Cova Vidre, a unique excavation
in a cliff. Finally, the last day ends the
circle, returning to 1 Paüls. In this last
stage, you can see fighting bulls and
the picturesque spot of the Clotes
Refuge. The route ends in the recreational area of Sant Roc, an ideal spot
for relaxation.

The spectacular Ports Natural Park
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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The route of the Estels del Sud extends throughout the 35,000 protected hectares of the Ports Natural Park, a spectacular massif carved in rugged relief
rich in caves, ponds and chasms. Among its spectacular fallas and enjambments, you can see mountain goats, boar and foxes.
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Fiestas
Festa del Vi i Jornades Gastronòmiques
de Gandesa
You can try DO Terra Alta wine.
+34 938 046 359 | www.festacatalunya.cat
Experiences
Centre Informació Parc Natural dels Ports
Office which has information on the park and the
Vía Verde green way.
Avinguda de la Vall de Zafan s/n. Roquetes,
Tarragona | +34 977 504 012 | www.gencat.cat

Bodega de Pinell del Brai
A Modernist cooperative winery, well worth a
visit.
Catedral del Vi. Pilonet, 8. Pinell de Brai,
Tarragona | +34 977 426 234
www.catedraldelvi.com
Viu lo riu
Descent down the Ebro River in muletes, ancient vessels.
Rambla Felip Pedrell, 3. Tortosa, Tarragona.
+34 977 449 648 | www.tortosaturisme.cat
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Ruta del Ter
From the top of
the Pyrenees to the
Costa Brava
The Ter Route connects two
tourist areas of the Catalan
landscape, through five regions and their varied landscapes and traditions.
Hiking along the Ruta del Ter. © Consorci Alba-Ter
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Ruta del Ter
Passeig del Ter, 2.
Manlleu, Barcelona
+34 938 507 152
www.rutadelter.cat

The Ter Route, from 1 Vallter to the
Medes Islands, can be done on foot
or by bike, although it was designed
as a mountain bike route. Divided into
five sections, the first goes from Vallter
to Ripoll following a river that snakes
through Setcases and Sant Joan
de les Abadesses to Ripoll and its
famous Santa Maria monastery.
Further on, the Ter River enters the plain
of Vic, to the north of the Osona region.
This section goes from 2 Borgonyà
to Roda de Ter following a steep
slope with amazing views from the
La Carretera de La Clota, in Torelló.
The third stage includes the reservoirs
of Sau and 3 Susqueda, stunning

places between crags, with the myth
of the Serrallonga bandit still whistling
between the oak trees. The fourth stage
covers gentle, level areas along the vía
verde (green route) of the Carrilet
d’Olot. It begins in Anglès and goes
on to 4 Girona, where it is well worth
discovering its history and culture,
enclosed in the beautiful neighbourhood of the Call Jueu. Finally, the Ter
continues towards the wooded area of
Gavarres and Montgrí, with a progressive change to views over the Baix
Empordà and villages such as Ultramort, Serra de Daró and Gualta until
reaching the Mediterranean waters of
5 Estartit.

History and culture of the Ter
To enter into the territory, travellers can take five themed routes that will give
them a better understanding of the history and culture that accompanies the
Ter River. These routes are: the literary route, the historic floods route, the gastronomic route, the natural heritage route and the cultural river heritage route.
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Osona Cuina
Group of chefs who have managed to convert
the region of Osona into a culinary benchmark.
Restaurant Torres Petit. Passeig de Sant
Joan, 40. Manlleu, Barcelona I +34 677 354 920
I www.osonacuina.com

Experiences
Visit to the Pantà de Sau
A reservoir that hides a village lost in its waters.
Osona Turisme. Consell Comarcal d’Osona.
Carrer Historiador Ramon d’Abadal i de Vinyals,
5, 3a planta. Edifici del Sucre. Vic, Barcelona
+34 938 851 715 I www.osonaturisme.cat

Costa Brava Verd Hotels
You can choose from amongst some of the best
hotels on the Costa Brava.
Carrer del Turisme, 1. Vall-llobrega, Girona
+34 972 600 034 I www.reservashoteles.net

Ter Museum
A space to discover the unique industrialisation
process and the biodiversity of the area.
Passeig del Ter, 2. Manlleu, Barcelona.
+34 938 515 176 I www.museudelter.cat
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El Cinquè Llac
Through
shepherd’s routes
The circular route of the
Cinquè Llac, divided into 5
stages, crosses the mountains
of the Lleida Pyrenees, following old trails used to transport
livestock.
The Fosca Valley. © José Luis Rodríguez

la Pobla de
Segur

Barcelona

MORE INFORMATION
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
El cinquè llac
Únic, s/n.
Beranui, Lleida
+34 973 661 787
www.elcinquellac.com

The Cinquè Llac or Fifth Lake, is a
circular route half way up the mountain
for all kinds of walkers, which starts and
finishes in 1 la Pobla de Segur. It runs
through the regions of Pallars Jussà,
Pallars Sobirà and Alta Ribagorça, with
spectacular landscapes, such as Pla
de Corts, la Vall Fosca, la Vall de
Manyanet and the Montcortès lake.
The route, which is 100 km long, is well
signposted and divided into 5 stages:
2 Peramea, 3 Beranui, 4 Les
Esglésies, 5 Senterada and back
to la Pobla de Segur, At the end of
each stage are establishments offering a place to rest and spend the night.
The Montcortès lake can be seen

throughout most of the route, but it can
only be reached in the last stage. Most
of the route runs through bridle paths
and mountain trails (62%) which the
shepherds once roamed with a ganxo
in their hand —a long cane made from
a hazelnut tree to catch the sheep by
the hind legs—, crossing rural areas and
villages which have retained their character and traditions, in addition to a trail
full of legends. Gastronomy is another of
the area’s main attractions, with recipes
including dishes such as trout, aioli (garlic mayonnaise) with quince, Xisqueta
lamb and Tupí cheese. All washed down
with wines from the Costers del Segre
Designation of Origin.

Mountainous terrain for adventure
In both spring and summer — the best time to do the route—, the mountainous area is perfect for walking, on mountain bike, horseback and even on a
Catalan donkey. There is a wide range of outdoor activities, with professional
advice and maximum safety.
4
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Experiences
El Tren dels Llacs
A train journey from les Terres de Lleida to the
lakes of the pre-Pyrenees.
Plaça Ramon Berenguer IV s/n. La Pobla de
Segur, Lleida | +34 973 248 840
www.trendelsllacs.cat

Fiestas
Fira de la Girella
It’s a sausage made with rice and lamb.
Ajuntament del Pont de Suert. Plaça Major, 9.
El Pont de Suert, Lleida I +34 973 690 005
www.elpontdesuert.com

Ruta del Vi de Lleida
Visit to the Celler Castell d’Encús, where the
«vins d’alçada» are produced, at 1,000 metres.
Ctra. Tremp a Santa Engracia, km 5. Talarn,
Lleida | +34 973 252 974 | www.castelldencus.com

Museums
Museu del Camí de la Llibertat
History of an area of exchange and exile.
Plaça Sant Eloi, 8. Sort, Lleida I +34 973 620
010 I www.camidelallibertat.cat
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Itinerànnia
A network of paths
for everyone
Based on the Swiss
model, this network is like
a road map enabling visitors
to get to any point of the
region they choose.
Croscat Volcano at the Zona Volcànica de la Garrotxa Natural Park. © José Luis Rodríguez
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MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Itinerànnia
Avda. Onze de Setembre, 22, 2ª
Olot, Girona
+34 972 271 600
ca.itinerannia.net

Itinerànnia is unique, a huge job to
recover the old roads between the villages and the ronda tracks, the mass
and livestock farmers routes, to get to
anywhere between the Pyrenees and
the Mediterranean sea. Thanks to
these trails and the instructions marking
them, hikers can discover the beauty
of the landscapes they are travelling
through, such as the forests of red
pine and the age-old trees of Vall de
Rigart, the volcanoes and ancient
lakes circuit in Olot, the route of the
dolmens in Vilajuïga, the surroundings of the Fluvià River to Sant Pere
Pescador or the fishing villages of Port
de la Selva and Llançà, next to the

Mediterranean sea and very close
to the French border. On its website,
Itinerànnia offers up to 55 routes
for all kinds of walkers and travellers,
from experts to beginners in the art of
walking. Walkers can also create their
own personalised route, based on
the difficulties they prefer and their
cultural, artistic or sporting interests.
Because many of the routes can be
done on foot, bicycle or horseback
and all are complemented by a range of
activities, restaurants and accommodation, where you can rest and enjoy the
gastronomy of each area.

2,500 kilometres of paths
The network of signposted trails that extends between Ripollès, la Garrotxa
and l’Alt Empordà includes 2,500 kilometres of paths, which open to a wide
range of options for hiking and nature lovers, based on their experience and
their taste in culture, art and gastronomy.

DON’T MISS IT
Experiences
Monastery of Santa Maria de Ripoll
Guided tours in this Benedictine Monastery.
Plaça de l’Abat Oliba s/n. I Ripoll, Girona
+34 972 704 203 I www.monestirderipoll.cat

Cuina del Vent
Group of Alt Empordà restaurants
Polígon Empordà Internacional, s/n.
Vilamalla, Girona I +34 972 525 556
www.empordahostaleria.com

Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina Volcànica
Cooking from the region based on traditional,
creative and daring recipes.
Av. Onze de Setembre, 22, 2ª Planta. Olot,
Girona | +34 972 274 900 | cuinavolcanica.com

Fiestas
Festa de la Mel
Honey festival with activities for all ages.
Ajuntament de Ribes de Freser. Plaça
Ajuntament, 3. Ribes de Freser, Girona
+34 972 727 016 I www.ajribesdefreser.cat
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Els 3 Monts
Route of contrasts
through three
mountains
Over 106 kilometres, from
Montseny to the Montserrat
mountains, this route is perfect for hiking lovers.
Sant Miquel del Fai. © Daniel Julián

Montseny
Sant
Montserrat Llorenç
Barcelona
del Munt

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Consorci de Turisme del Vallès
Oriental
Carrer Anselm Clavé, 2
Granollers, Barcelona
+34 938 604 115
www.turismevalles.net

Els 3 Monts, 45 kilometres from Barcelona, is a tourist route which —as its
name suggests— passes through three
mountains: 1 Montseny, 2 Sant Llorenç del Munt i l’Obac, and 3 Montserrat. The adventure starts in Turó
de l’Home, 1,706 metres above sea
level; it crosses through Tagamanent,
winds around Matagalls, another of the
Montseny summits, where there is an
enormous cross, dedicated to Mossèn
Cinto Verdaguer, arriving at Sant
Miquel del Fai, renowned for its beautiful waterfalls and its caves. Later it enters
in the Parc de Sant Llorenç del Munt
and carries on to La Mola, where the
monastery of Sant Llorenç is, and from

where you can see an exceptional panoramic view of the Montseny and the
Montserrat. Next it heads towards the
town of Mura, which conserves its mediaeval charm, and where you can see
one of the most impressive farmhouses
in the country, Puig de la Balma,
which was built using a rocky refuge.
From there, the last section of the route
begins, through Rellinars, which has
remains from the Roman era; Monistrol,
situated below the Montserrat mountain and the Llobregat River, which runs
through the district, and finally, the climb
to the mountain of the patroness of Catalonia, with the Benedictine monastery
and the Basilica of Montserrat.

On foot, bicycle or horseback
The Els 3 Monts route offers many possibilities. It can be done on foot, mountain bike or horseback. You can do the whole thing, or just complete some of
its stages. It is also advisable to combine the route with bird, cultural, historic
and gastronomic tourism.
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Museums
Museu de Montserrat
Important art and archaeology collections.
Abadia de Montserrat I +34 938 777 745
www.museudemontserrat.com
Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina Vallès
Group of chefs who promote the gastronomic
excellence in el Vallés Occidental.
Cuina Vallès | +34 635 407 879
cuinavalles.cat

CuinaVO
Group of restaurants from Vallès Oriental to
promote the virtues of the Vallesana cuisine.
Consorci de Turisme del Vallès Oriental
Carrer Anselm Clavé, 2. Granollers, Barcelona
+34 938 604 115 I www.cuinavo.cat
Experiences
Sant Miquel del Fai
Nature area over the Tenes river valley.
Sant Feliu de Codines, Barcelona I +34 938
658 008 I www.santmiqueldelfai.cat
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Camin Reiau
A journey filled
with history
Recovering the old road that
served as communication between different villages in Val
d’Aran, this age-old route has
been brought back to life.
Garona Valley. © José Luis Rodríguez

Val d’Aran

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Camin Reiau Val d’Aran
Casa dera Montanha.
Avda. Pas d’Arro, 40, baixos
Vielha, Lleida I +34 973 640 698
www.caminreiau.cat

The Camin Reiau runs 150 kilometres though the 33 villages of the Val
d’Aran. It is a new, but ancient route.
New, because the route has just been
recovered, and old because Vía Augusta, was used by the Romans. The
starting point is 1 Vielha, the capital
of the region. It continue towards
2 Salardú, where the church of Sant
Andreu is, a fusion of the Romanesque
and Gothic with the famous Crist de
Salardú, from the 12th century, inside.
Then it goes through Montgarri, a village that was deserted in the ‘60s, and
all that remains is the sanctuary and a
refuge, that of Pla de Beret, with the
Noguera Pallaresa and Garona Rivers.

The route continues through
3 Bagergue, with the Museu Etnològic Eth Corrau; Vilamòs, whose
church has Roman remains from the
4th and 5th centuries, and Unha, with a
museum dedicated to snow and where
visitors can see what the old Aranesa
houses were like. Other small villages
that deserve a special mention are
Artíes, which has two churches, Sant
Joan and Santa María, and some of the
most notable Renaissance houses in
the valley, and 4 Bausen, famous
for its ancient beech, Fageda de Carlac, because of the views over the
5 Vall de Toran, and the legend of
the Bausen Lovers.

A stroll through the flora and fauna of the Val d’Aran
The Val d’Aran is covered with pine, fir and hazelnut forests and alpine and
subalpine meadows, with the rhododendron being its star plant. As far as the
fauna is concerned, visitors can see majestic golden eagles and bearded vultures, to marmots in summer, and red deer in autumn.

DON’T MISS IT
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Gastronomy and accommodation
Hotel Batalla
The perfect base for many outdoor activities.
Sol del Valle, s/n. Bossòst, Lleida
+34 973 648 199 I www.hotelbatalla.com

Experiences
Churches of the Val d’Aran
Historic group of fifteen churches, including
Salardú, Artíes, Vielha and Bossòst.
www.visitvaldaran.com

Museums
Musèu dera Val d’Aran
Exhibitions on cultural and artistic heritage of
the valley.
Major, 26. Cap dera Vila. Vielha, Lleida
+34 973 641 815 I www.visitvaldaran.com

Aran Park-Fauna Park
Untamed countryside where you can
discover the fauna and biodiversity of the
mountains.
Carretera del puerto de Portilhon.
Bossòst, Lleida I +34 973 929 006 I
www.aran-park.es
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Cyclist mountain biking around Ripoll. © Daniel Julián

Àger

Sant Llorenç Ripoll Empúries
de Morunys
Banyoles

Barcelona

La Transpirenaica
Medieval Catalonia
The route of the Grand Recorrido GR1 path, which is 355 kilometres long and passes through Catalonia, runs alongside the
southern face of the Pyrenees from the Greek Roman ruins of
Empúries to the spectacular Congost de Mont-rebei, the natural
frontera between Huesca and Lleida.

More info
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Federació d’Entitats
Excursionistes de Catalunya
La Rambla, 41 pral.
Barcelona I +34 934 120 777
www.feec.cat
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To begin our route in historic surroundings and the ruins of 1 Empúries,
near L’Escala, is a good augury of what
awaits hikers and cyclists since the
GR1, which crosses Catalonia along
the southern slopes of the Pyrenees,
can be followed on foot and also bike.
Leaving behind the Alt Empordà region,
the route enters El Pla de l’Estany,
where 2 Banyoles, 18 kilometres from
Girona, is worth stopping at to visit
the church of Santa María dels Turers
(14th century), the porticoed square and
the lake that characterises it. Later, the
path continues towards the medieval

villages of Besalú, 3 Sant Joan
de les Abadesses, famous for its
monastery, founded in the 9th century;
and Ripoll, with its spectacular Santa
María Monastery. The surrounding
pre-Pyrenean dominates the landscape. The vegetation of shrubs, cork,
oak and Mediterranean pine trees
gradually turn into fir, oak and beech
forests. Next, this historic path runs to
4 Alpens, in Osona, with the ruins of
a fortified house from the year 1109, the
Casa Fuerte Freixenet, designated as
Spanish Artistic Heritage. It continues
towards Berguedà, through villages like
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la Pobla
de Segur

You can visit this 9th century Benedictine monastery.
Plaça del Monestir s/n. Ripoll, Girona
+34 972 704 203 | www.ripoll.cat
Palau de la Abadia
Exhibition of seventeen models of Romanesque shrines from the region.
Plaça de l’Abadia, 9. Sant Joan de les
Abadesses, Girona | +34 972 720 599
www.santjoandelesabadesses.cat
Desfiladero de Mont-rebei
One of the most spectacular and wild
landscapes of Catalonia.
Consell Comarcal de la Noguera.
Passeig d’Àngel Guimerà, 28-30.
Balaguer, Lleida I + 34 973 448 933
www.montsec.cat

La Farga Palau, in Ripoll, was founded as an iron forge in the 17th century. © Imagen M.A.S.

A route filled with history
The GR1 shows you medieval towns such as Besalú, Sant Joan de les
Abadesses and Ripoll, admired for their architecture, and the last two for their
monasteries. Both the Sant Joan de les Abadesses and the Santa María de
Ripoll monasteries were founded in the 9th century by Guifré el Pilós.

5 l’Espunyola, with a Romanesque
church and a castle built between the
13th and 16th centuries and declared
a Cultural Asset of National Interest.
The route then enters the province of
Lleida, through the Lord valley, at the
foot of the Port del Comte mountains,
home to the town of Sant Llorenç de
Morunys, formerly walled with a parish
church from the 11th century. In the last
sections of the GR1, you can cross
6 Odèn, with the church of Santa Cecilia, alongside the spectacular castle of
Cambrils, situated on a hill of Romanesque Bartoló Campana and origin;

Oliana, close to the Segre river and its
reservoir allows for kayaking while you
enjoy the views of the Serra de Turp;
and further north, towards Vall de
Rialb, and 7 Àger, the village of
Noguera, whose highest part is the
collegiate church of Sant Pere d’Àger,
within the castle walls. The GR1 ends
its Catalan section in the spectacular
8 Congost de Mont-rebei, natural
frontier between Lleida and Huesca,
which crosses the Montsec mountain
range, with vertical drops of over 500
metres.

Fiestas
Besalú medieval market
In August, the town is transformed into a
medieval condado, which has a market
with various shows, street entertainment, children’s workshops…
Plaça de la Llibertat, 1. Besalú, Girona
+34 972 591 240 | www.besalu.cat
Gastronomy and accommodation
Cuina dels Pirineus
Hunting, mushrooms, cheese… Cuisine
with age-old recipes prepared with
patience, over a low heat.
www.visitpirineus.com
Girona Bons Fogons
Cooking group formed by restaurant
owners and cooks from the metropolitan
area of Girona.
www.gironabonsfogons.cat
Museums
MAC Empúries
Empúries Site of the Archaeology Museum of Catalunya
Carrer Puig i Cadafalch s/n.
Empúries-l’Escala, Girona | +34 972 770
208 www.mac.cat
Parc Astronòmic Montsec
Centro d’observations de l’Univers, informative centre for the study of astronomy and geology in Catalunya.
Camí del Coll d’Ares, s/n.
Àger, Lleida | +34 973 053 022
www.parcastronomic.cat

Route file
www.catalunya.com
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Tren Petit Via Verde from Palamós to Palafrugell. © Consorci de les Vies Verdes de Girona – Xevi F. Güell

Ripoll
Garrotxa
Baix Empordà

Barcelona

Green Routes
Following the train tracks

Terra Alta
Baix Ebre

The green routes are old railway infrastructures that are now in
disuse and have become cycle-touring and hiking routes. They
are legally recognised routes, which ensures accessibility to all
users, without age or physical ability limits.

Delta de l’Ebre

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Consorci de les Vies Verdes
de Girona
Carrer Emili Grahit 13, 9-B. Girona
+34 972 486 950 I www.viesverdes.cat
Pirinexus
Carrer Emili Grahit 13, 9-B. Girona
+34 972 486 950 I www.pirinexus.cat

Routes files
www.catalunya.com

Carrilet y OlotGirona
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Terra Alta

Baix Ebre

There are five active green routes in
Catalonia, three of which are in the
Girona region and two in Tarragona. In
Girona, there are two stretches of green
route, the 1 Carrilet; the first of which
follows the route of the old railway that
went from Girona to Olot. This modest
railway, which was known as carrilet due
to its narrow tracks, was 54 km long,
and passes through the extraordinary
volcanic region of La Garrotxa. Along
this route, you can visit Girona, one of
the most admired cities in Catalonia, as
well as the impressive Natural Park of
the Volcanic Area of Garrotxa.

Connected to this route, dividing
the city of Girona, is the second green
route: the carrilet of 2 Sant Feliu de
Guíxols. For decades, this railway was
used to travel from the inland area of
the region to the beaches of Sant Feliu,
whose charm is still intact. This route is
ideal to discover the beautiful Mediterranean areas from the Baix Empordà
to the charming beaches of the Costa
Brava, one of the treasures of the
Catalan landscape.
The other green route in Girona is the
3 Ferro i del Carbó route, a route
that begins in the village of Ripoll, with
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Information panel for the route in Sant Joan de les
Abadesses. © D. Julia

DON’T MISS IT
3 Ogassa

la Seu
d’Urgell

Ripoll
Sant Joan de
les Abadesses

Manresa

Accommodation and gastronomy
Cuina del vent

Olot

Girona

2

1

Sant Feliu
de Guíxols

Lleida
Horta de
Sant Joan

4

© Kim Castells

Barcelona
Tarragona
Group of restaurants in l’Alt Empordà.
Pol. Empordà Internacional, s/n.
Vilamalla, Girona | +34 972 525 556
www.empordahostaleria.com

Tortosa

Delta
de l’Ebre

N
0

50 km

Restaurant i Pavellons Les Cols
With two Michelin stars and accommodation in the Garrotxa volcanic area.
Ctra. de La Canya s/n. Mas les Cols
Olot, Girona l +34 972 269 209
www.lescols.com
Restaurant El Celler de Can Roca
Restaurant with three Mitchelin stars run
by the Roca brothers.
Carrer Can Sunyer, 46 | Girona I +34
972 222 157 I www.cellercanroca.com
Cuina de l’Empordanet
Group of restaurants in the area that
promotes gastronomic quality.
Ctra. Palamós, km 328. Vall-llobrega,
Girona | +34 972 600 069
www.cuinadelempordanet.net

The Pirinexus route passes through l’Estany de Banyoles. © Cablepress

Pirinexus, a bridge between Girona and France
The Pirinexus route is a new tourist network of 366 km which joins the province of
Girona with the French territory. It is a bike route that connects the Costa Brava
with the Pyrenees, passing through Ripoll, Girona, l’Estany de Banyoles, the Medes Islands, Els Aiguamolls de l’Empordà, the Fageda d’en Jordà or Empúries.

the beautiful Santa Maria Monastery, and continues northwards to the
mines of Ogassa passing through
Sant Joan de les Abadesses.
Meanwhile, Tarragona is home to
the green route of the 4 Baix Ebre
and the Terra Alta. The latter follows
the magnificent scenery surrounding
the Serra de Pàndols and the Ports
Natural Park. The region of Terra Alta
is rugged territory, dotted with almond
and pine groves that result in curious
slopes, ideal to visit and explore the old
railways. Passing through tunnels and
crossing elegant viaducts, reminiscent

of the Roman aquaducts in nearby
imperial Tarragona you will reach the
beautiful settings of Fontcalda and Els
Estrets de Dalt, where the Canaletes
River winds between the mountains.
From here, if you wish, you can continue following the green route of the
Baix Ebre, which runs from the gorges
of the Canaletes towards the Delta of
the Ebro, along a 25 kilometre route
through the historic site of Tortosa.

Experiences
Celler Cooperatiu de Gandesa
One of the most emblematic Modernist
buildings in Terra Alta.
Avinguda Catalunya, 28. Gandesa,
Tarragona | +34 977 420 403
www.coopgandesa.com
Ruta del vi DO Empordà
The world of a highly prestigious wine.
Avinguda Sant Francesc, 19, 4T.
Girona | +34 972 208 401
www.costabrava.org
Fiestas and Museums
National wool party
Competition between wool shearers, exhibition of spinners and mattress makers.
Oficina de Turismo. Plaça de l’Abat
Oliba, s/n. Ripoll, Girona l +34 972 702
351 I www.ripoll.cat
Renaissance Festival in Tortosa
The splendour of a city in the 16th century.
Sant Felip Neri, 1. Tortosa,
Tarragona I +34 977 440 901
www.festadelrenaixement.org
The Battle of the Ebro
The historical memory of the Civil War.
Carrer Freginals, 18-24. Corbera
d’Ebre, Tarragona I +34 977 421 528
www.batallaebre.org
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L’Empordanet
The essence
of Empordà
empordanès
It was Josep Pla who named
this part of the Baix Empordà
as l’Empordanet, a proud landscape sheltered by the Montgrí, between medieval towns
and fields of unrivalled beauty.
Street in the Medieval village of Peratallada. © Lluís Carro

L’Empordanet

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com

The regions of the Empordanet, near
the beaches of the Costa Brava, still
conserve the charm of their roots. A
possible route is to explore its medieval
villages, authentic peaceful areas. You
can begin with 1 Pals, with a Gothic
centre located on a hilltop where a
unique landscape is visible, and visit the
Romanesque tower of the medieval castle (11th and 12th centuries). The route
continues through 2 Peratallada,
which is probably the most visited town
in the region. Declared a historic-artistic
site, it is one of the most important
centres in medieval architecture from
the Empordà era. A visit to the fortified
castle, the palace, the defensive walls

and the Romanesque church of Sant
Esteve is a must, and let yourself get
lost amongst its alleyways. The route
continues towards Vulpellac, with the
outstanding castle-palace from the 14th
century; 3 La Bisbal d’Empordà,
famous for its pottery, the medieval castle-palace and its pastries, and 4 Fonteta, where, strolling through its narrow
streets, it will be difficult not to buy its
well-known recuit (cottage cheese).
Further west is 5 Cruïlles, where you
just have to visit the monastery of Sant
Miquel de Cruïlles, one of the best
remains of Romanesque architecture in
Catalonia, and 6 Monells, one of the
most beautiful towns in the region.

A relaxing bike ride
The flat and gentle relief of Empordanet makes a visit by bike a real pleasure.
There are many country trails that have been marked as as you can take a
leisurely visit through the region and appreciate the architectural values of its
villages and the beauty of its fields and forests.
N
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4 km

Torrent

Llofriu

C-31

Palafrugell
Mont-ras

DON’T MISS IT
Experiences
Mas Oller
Enjoy DO de l’Empordà wine in this bodega.
Mas Oller, s/n. Carretera GI-652 km. 0,230.
Torrent, Girona | +34 972 300 001
www.masoller.es
Allotjament i gastronomia
Cuina de l’Empordanet
Group of restaurants in the area.
Ctra. Palamós, km 328. Vall-llobrega, Girona
+34 972 600 069 | www.cuinadelempordanet.net

Hotel Sa Punta
An establishment with an unbeatable location
next to the beach of Pals y Begur.
Platja de Pals. Pals, Girona | +34 972 636 410
| www.hotelsapunta.com
Fiestas
Fira dels Vins de Catalunya
and cheese tasting
This fair is held in Pals in mid August.
Ajuntament de Pals. Carrer Major, 7. Pals,
Girona | +34 972 63 61 61 | www.pals.cat
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Tour of the
Cadí-Moixeró
The great route
The great route of
GR 150 goes around the
Cadí-Moixeró Nature Reserve
through settings of incomparable villages and stunning
Pyrenean valleys.
Prat de Cadí. © Patronat Comarcal de Turisme de la Cerdanya

Serra la Cerdanya
del Cadí

Barcelona

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
Federació d’Entitats Excursionistes
de Catalunya
Rambla, 41. Barcelona
+34 934 120 777
www.feec.cat

The historic town of 1 Bagà is the
starting point of the GR 150, which is
also home to the well-known Camí dels
Bons Homes (GR 107). Carrying on up
the climb, you will reach the collados
de la Bena, de la Balma i del Torn.
Leaving behind el Moixeró, visitors will
enter the Cadí area with the breathtaking
view of the Pedraforca in front, which
leads to the beautiful town of 2 Gósol
and then to Tuixén and the de la Vansa
valley, which covers the northern slope
of the Port del Compte. Then you will
reach 3 Fórnols to start descending
around the mountains to 4 La Seu
d’Urgell, where the landscape opens
up and you can see the cliffs of Cadí.

We can’t leave out the picturesque
towns of Cava, El Querforadat and
Estana, and not forgetting the Romanesque shrines such as the Mare de Déu
de Bastanist. 1,600 metres above sea
level, the route carries on towards
5 Bellver de Cerdanya, a town dotted
with charming villages like Pi or Talló.
You should continue on to Coborriu,
and visit the Romanesque church of
Sant Serni, and reach the immense Pyrenean valley of la Cerdanya. After Urús
and Das, you will reach Alp, which goes
up to the Pal mountain pass, more
than 2,100 metres above sea level, which
is an amazing vantage point before going back down to Bagà.

The mountain bike route, a classic for cycle-touring
The Cadí-Moixeró route is also open to nature lovers who don’t fear challenges and who are physically prepared for mountain bike adventures. In fact, the
Cadí-Moixeró walking event has become a classic training route for the most
advanced cyclists.

DON’T MISS IT
Route file
www.catalunya.com
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1

Pedraforca Bagà
C-16

Experiences
Centre btt de la Seu d’Urgell
Oficina de Turismo. Joan Brudieu, 15. La Seu
d’Urgell, Lleida I +34 973 353 112
inforutes.parcolimpic.cat

El Club dels Sabors del Berguedà
Association of restaurants and food producers
dedicated to quality cuisine.
www.clubsabors.cat

Gastronomy
Cuina Pirinenca de la Cerdanya
Group of restauranteurs from the area.
Cruïlla N-152 amb N-260 | Puigcerdà,
Lleida | +34 972 141 100 | +34 667 706 077
www.cuinapirinenca.wordpress.com

Museums
Centre d’Interpretació del Parc Natural
Cadí-Moixeró
Exhibition about the Nature Reserve.
Carrer La Vinya, 1. Bagà, Barcelona I +34 938
244 151 I parcsnaturals.gencat.cat
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Swimmers huts on the
Sant Pol beach (S’Agaró); a
meeting point for film stars.
© Lluís Carro

Scenes from film and literature
Catalonia is photogenic and literary. Woody Allen captured the
most refreshing side of Barcelona in Vicky Cristina Barcelona,
and Pedro Almodóvar the most visceral in All about my mother.
Its Raval seduced the quill of Manuel Vázquez Montalbán, Terenci Moix and Roberto Bolaño, and its neighbourhood life, that of
Juan Marsé and Mercè Rodoreda. But it was Eduardo Mendoza who made it The city of prodigies. And beyond the Ciutat
Comtal, in the deep Pyrenees, Jaume Cabré found the scenes of
Les veus del Pamano (Voices of Pamano) and in Empordà, Víctor
Català found those of Solitud. Great stories such as those from
the Costa Brava, a refuge and scene for stars such as Orson
Welles, Elizabeth Taylor and Ava Gardner. All good reasons
to find out more about a storybook and film country, packed with
inspiring scenes.
73

El Puig de la Balma, where Pa Negre was filmed. © Kim Castells

A land of film
Costa Brava

Barcelona

From Barcelona to the Costa Brava
Barcelona, inland Catalonia and the Costa Brava have been film
sets for numerous films. Film is a good excuse to discover wonderful villages, buildings and landscapes that, between sequence and sequence, enable you to enjoy a film trip.

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
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We have to begin by mentioning the
largest film set in Catalonia, Barcelona,
which has captivated many directors,
such as Woody Allen, who chose it
for Vicky Cristina Barcelona. The film
was shot in places such as the Fundació Miró –where, on the terrace, Vicky
and Cristina took photos of a sculpture
by Miró–, Els Quatre Gats, the Plaça
de Sant Felip Neri, La Pedrera and the
MNAC. Pedro Almodóvar also set a
large part of the history of All about my
mother in the Catalan capital. The Columbus monument, the modernist Casa
Ramos (in the Plaça Lesseps), el Palau

de la Música, el Hospital del Mar, el Cementiri de Montjuïc and la Plaça del Duc
Medinaceliic, are some of the places
that can be seen in the film. And the first
part of the horror saga REC transformed the building of Rambla Catalunya,
34 into the place where the stars of the
movie were trapped, giving rise to one
of the most terrifying creations in recent
years. In the interior regions are the
settings of one of the most successful
Catalan films: Pa negre. This film was
shot in Bages, el Berguedà and Osona,
in interesting places such as the spectacular Puig de la Balma, the medieval
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Experiences
Filmoteca de Catalunya
Plaça Salvador Seguí, 1-9. Barcelona
+34 935 671 070 | www.filmoteca.cat
Gastronomy and accomodation
El Celler de Can Roca
Not only do the Roca brothers have
three Michelin stars, but they also assisted with the film Tasting menu, inspired
by the closure of the El Bulli restaurant.
Can Sunyer, 48. Girona | +34 972 222
157 | www.cellercanroca.com
Hotel Spa Empúries
Awarded for its sustainability, this hotel,
with spectacular sea views, was where
Tasting menu was filmed.
Platja de Portitxol s/n. L’Escala. Girona | +34 972 770 207 | www.hostalempuries.com
La Taverna del Mar
The shellfish restaurant where Orson
Welles filmed Mr. Arkadin.
S’Agaró, Girona | +34 972 821 669
www.latavernadelmar.cat
Hostal La Gavina
In addition to Mr. Arkadin, it was also
the setting for the series Three stars by
El Tricicle.
Plaça Rosaleda, s/n. S’Agaró, Girona
+34 972 321 100 | www.lagavina.com

The refuge of stars on the Costa Brava
Also the setting for several films –such as Mr. Arkadin, by Orson Welles-, the
coastal town of S’Agaró, in Castell-Platja d’Aro, was one of the places chosen
by many film stars, as Robert de Niro, Sean Connery and John Wayne, to enjoy
the countryside, gastronomy and culture of the country.

town of Mura – where Bruc was also
filmed –, the Romanesque church of
Sant Climent in L’Espunyola and the
Serra dels Tossals, with its impressive
crags. In the ‘50s, the Costa Brava
was the set for many American films. In
1 Tossa de Mar, that year, Pandora
and the Flying Dutchman, starring
Ava Gardner, was filmed. Some of the
locations included the Platja Gran, the
Mar Menuda and the Codolar, and the
walled area of the village, La Torre de
l’Homenatge and the church of Sant
Vicenç. A few kilometres further north
is 2 Sant Feliu de Guíxols. There,

in 1959, they received Hollywood star
Elizabeth Taylor, who shot Suddenly,
Last summer, by Joseph Mankiewicz
on the Sant Pol beach. Further north,
3 Begur hosted the filming of the last
scene of film in the streets of Vera and
Sant Ramon. Another director who
decided on the Costa Brava was Orson Welles. In 1955, at La Taberna del
Mar, he filmed Mr. Arkadin, in which
the Hostal La Gavina guesthouse also
appeared, both establishments in
4 S’Agaró the town of 5 Castell-Platja d’Aro which is between the beaches of Sant Pol and Sa Conca.

Museums
Museu del cinema (Film museum)
Carrer de la Sèquia, 1. Girona | +34
972 412 777 | www.museudelcinema.cat
MNAC
Palau Nacional, Parc de Montjuïc, s/n.
Barcelona | +34 936 220 360
www.museunacional.cat
Fundació Joan Miró
Parc de Montjuïc s/n. Barcelona
+34 934 439 470
www.fundaciomiro-bcn.org

© Fundació Joan Miró

Sant Feliu de Guíxols Cove, favourite town of the stars. © Miguel Ángel Álvarez

Hotel Neri
The terrace is in the La Plaça de Sant
Felip Neri Square, where Vicky Cristina
Barcelona was filmed.
Carrer Sant Sever, 5. Barcelona
+34 933 040 655 | www.hotelneri.com
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The Ciutadella Universal Expo is the setting for part of La ciudad de los prodigios, by Eduardo Mendoza. © Nano Cañas

Stories of a country

Pallars
Sobirà

Vic

Barcelona

Palafrugell

A stroll through literary Catalonia
Barcelona, el Pallars, el Empordà, Vic and Olot are some
of the settings that travellers can visit in books. Many writers
have set their stories in the land they grew up in and that
has inspired them.

MORE INFO
Catalan Tourist Board
www.catalunya.com
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In the 17th century, Miguel de Cervantes, set part of Don Quijote de
la Mancha in Barcelona. The knight
entered the city through the gates of the
city wall that gave way to the beach – in
the Plaza de Palau- and he crossed
1 the Gothic Quarter and 2 la
Ribera. In el Parque de La Ciutadella,
developed in the 1888 Universal Expo,
Eduardo Mendoza set La ciudad de
los prodigios. The Old Chinese Quarter –now 3 El Raval– and la Rambla
are the scenes of the novels about the
detective Pepe Carvalho, a character
by Manuel Vázquez Montalbán, and

the play by Maruja Torres, as well as
the memoirs of Terenci Moix. In 3 El
Raval is the calle Tallers Street, where
Chilean author Roberto Bolaño lived,
who set his novel Wild detectives in
this neighbourhood. Enrique Vila-Matas takes the reader to the neighbourhood of 4 Gràcia –the Sant Joan
promenade and the Rovira Square– in
El mal de Montano and Mercè Rodoreda does the same with Plaça del
Diamant. Meanwhile, Juan Marsé,
author of Últimas tardes con Teresa,
immortalised many places in the city,
from Joanic square to the ronda del
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Experiences
Fundació Mercè Rodoreda
Institut d’Estudis Catalans
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Information about all the literary routes in
Barcelona and Romanyà de la Selva by
Mercè Rodoreda.
Carrer del Carme, 47. Barcelona
www.mercerodoreda.cat
Sala Cervantina
Catalonia National Library
Guided visits to a room in the Catalonia
National Library, dedicated exclusively
to the work of Miguel de Cervantes, and
especially to El Quijote.
Carrer de l’Hospital, 56. Barcelona
+34 93 270 23 00
www.bnc.cat
Fundació Josep Pla
Commissioned to preserve the legacy of
the Emporda writer, with information on
literary routes based on him.
Carrer Nou, 51. Palafrugell. Girona
+34 972 305 577
fundaciojoseppla.cat

Cabin in Vall d’Estremera, where Ángel Guimerà was inspired to write Terra Baixa. © Ernest Costa

The real Terra baixa
The town of Queralbs and El Pla de Coma de Vaca, in the Ribes Valley (Ripollès), were settings for the book by Àngel Guimerà, Terra baixa. The power
plant, el Molí, which has a Modernist style, is the place where there used to be
a flour mill, where Guimerà located his play.

Guinardó, through 5 Sant Gervasi,
the Gaudí Park Güell and 6 el Carmel.
In addition to Barcelona, Catalonia has
many literary places. Thanks to authors
such as Jaume Cabré and María
Barbal, el Pallars, the spectacular Vall
d’Àssua and the Batlliu have become
novel landscapes. Cabré was set in the
picturesque mountain villages of Sorre,
Caregue and Pujalt, Las veus del Pamano and Barbal in Pedra de tartera
in the tiny village of Altron. On the coast
of Girona, sea lovers can enjoy a literary
stroll through the villages that inspired
Josep Pla: Palafrugell –his birthplace–,

Llofriu, whose historic centre dates
back to the 17th century, and Calella de
Palafrugell, the capital of Habaneras.
Nearby, in the fishing town of l’Escala
and in Torroella de Montgrí, are the
settings of the masterpiece by Víctor
Català, Solitud. Inland, Vic is one the
literary cities par excellence thanks to
Miquel Llor, who, in 1931, published
Laura a la ciutat dels sants. To finish
off with, Olot, located in the Parc Natural
de la Zona Volcànica de la Garrotxa and
the Fageda d’en Jordà, and birthplace
of Marian Vayreda, author of books
such La punyalada and Sang nova.

Gastronomy
Gastronomic route
Pepe Carvalho
Restaurants where Manuel Vázquez
Montalbán’s character ate in his novels.
Ca l’Isidre
Carrer de les Flors, 12. El Raval,
Barcelona | +34 934 411 139
www.calisidre.com
Casa Leopoldo
Carrer de Sant Rafael, 24. El Raval,
Barcelona | +34 93 441 30 14
www.casaleopoldo.com
Senyor Parellada
Carrer de l’Argenteria, 37. Born-Ribera, Barcelona | +34 933 105 094
www.senyorparellada.com
Can Solé
Carrer de Sant Carles, 4. Barceloneta,
Barcelona | +34 932 215 012
www.cansole.cat
Can Lluís
Carrer de la Cera, 49. El Raval,
Barcelona | +34 934 411 187
www.canlluis.com
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More info
Tourist promotion organisations

For more information on Catalonia

Patronat de Turisme de la Diputació de Tarragona
www.costadaurada.info, www.terresdelebre.travel

		   www.catalunya.com

Patronat de Turisme Costa Brava i Pirineu de
Girona www.costabrava.org
Patronat de Turisme de la Diputació de Lleida
www.aralleida.cat
Oficina de Promoció Turística de la Diputació
de Barcelona www.barcelonaesmoltmes.cat
Turisme de Barcelona www.barcelonaturisme.com

www.facebook.com/catalunyaexperience
@catexperience
www.twitter.com/catexperience
@catalunyaexperience
www.instagram.com/catalunyaexperience
www.youtube.com/user/CatalunyaExperience
https://plus.google.com/+Catalunyaexperience1
Ask the office:
www.facebook.com/catalunyaexperience/app_431056236953440
Palau Robert - Centre d’Informació
de Turisme de Catalunya
Passeig de Gràcia, 107 08008 Barcelona
+34 93 238 80 91 / 92 / 93
Fax + 34 93 292 12 70 / +34 93 238 40 10
www.gencat.cat/palaurobert
Opening hours: from Monday to Saturday: 10am / 8pm;
Sundays and public holidays: 10am / 2.30pm
Tourist information
012 from Catalonia
902 400 012 from outside Catalonia
+34 902 400 012 from outside Spain

Route index
Modernism, the architecture of our dreams
Antoni Gaudí. The genius in Barcelona
Other modernists in Barcelona
Antoni Gaudí. The genius in Catalonia
Other modernists in Catalonia
Unesco World Heritage. A universal land
Tarraco. Journey into the Roman world
Vall de Boí. Romanesque treasure
Universal wealth. Rock art, traditions and spirituality
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A land of geniuses		
Pablo Ruiz Picasso. The artist with a thousand faces 20
Joan Miró. Un very Barcelona based surrealista
21
Salvador Dalí. The genius of the Tramuntana
22
2,000 years of history		
Prehistoric Catalonia. The last home of
the dinosaurs
26
The Iberians. The first settlers in Catalonia
27
The Mediterranean coast. Entrance to the Greeks
and Romans
28
The Pyrenean Counties. Land of medieval estates
29
Gothic route. The medieval heart of Catalonia
30
The Jewish quarters. The Hebrew inheritance
31
Year 1714. The besieged Catalonia
32
Industrial Revolution. Mines and colonies
33
The Civil War. Landscapes with memory
34
Current Barcelona. Avant-garde architecture
35
The spiritual heritage
Cathedrals and monasteries. A tour through
spiritual Catalonia
Camino de Santiago. A journey with lots to offer
Camino Ignaciano. The footsteps of San Ignacio
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Wine tourism, a complete experience
Oil routes. A walk thorugh the lands
of gastronomic gold
El Priorat. A landscape dotted with vineyards
L’Empordà. A sea of wines between the coast
and the Pyrenees
Penedès. The land of wine
Costers del Segre. Une terre et des vins à caractère
Alella. Entre mer et montagne
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Experience the landscapes		
Nature Reserves. Beauty and biodiversity
52
Aigüestortes i Estany de Sant Maurici. An alpine
landscape in the Pyrenees
54
Cistercian Route. Culture and hiking
55
Camins de ronda. A walk along the coast
56
Camí dels Bons Homes. In the footsteps
of the Cathari
58
Pyrenees path. From the mountains to the sea
59
Estels del Sud. A visit to the wild
60
El Cinquè Llac. Through sheperd’s routes
61
Ruta del Ter. From the top from the Pyrenees
to the Costa Brava
62
Itinerànnia. A network of paths for everyone
63
Els 3 Monts. Route of contrasts through
three mountains
64
Camin Reiau. A journey filled with history
65
La Transpirenaica. Medieval Catalonia
66
Green Routes. Following the train tracks
68
L’Empordanet. The essence of Empordà
70
Tour of the Cadí-Moixeró. The great route
71
Scenes from film and literature
A land of film. From Barcelona to the Costa Brava
Stories of a country. A stroll through literary
Catalonia
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